Fund widens access to its resources in 1979
The flow of Fund-related resources to
member countries was maintained at a
high level during 1979, amounting to the
equivalent of SDR 6,917 million, compared with SDR 4,955 million in 1978.
Some SDR 3.77 billion became available
to non-oil developing countries in 1979.
Flows to these countries included:
(In millions of SDRs)

Drawings on the General Resources
Account
1,390.4
Allocation of SDRs
1,510.1
Trust Fund loans
526.6
Trust Fund profit distributions
269.2
Gold distribution
51.5
Subsidy account payments
19.1

Drawings from the General Resources
Account were partly offset by repurchases
of SDR 1,236.4 million by this group of
countries.
Repurchases in the General Resources
Account by all members—at SDR 4.2
billion—exceeded their purchases of SDR
1.8 billion by an unprecedented SDR 2.4

Trust Fund profits
and loans distributed
In August 1979, the Fund distributed, through
the Trust Fund of which it is Trustee, profits
from the sale of gold totaling US$396 million
to 104 developing member countries. This
latest distribution of profits to developing
member countries was the third operation of
this kind. Previously, profits from the sale of
gold totaling US$363 million were distributed to the same 104 members. A fourth
distribution of profits is expected to be made
in July 1980. Certain members have agreed
to transfer all or part of their share to the
Trust Fund for making loans. At the end of
1979, these countries were Iraq, Kuwait,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia.
The Fund also announced on August 29,
1979 that, as Trustee for the Trust Fund, it
was making interim loan disbursements totaling the equivalent of SDR 229 million to
28 member countries. Trust Fund loans totaling the equivalent of SDR 841 million
were made to 43 members in the Trust's first
period, from July 1, 1976 through June 30,
1978. The Trust's second period runs from
July 1, 1978 through June 30, 1980. The
first three interim loan disbursements in this
second period amounted to the equivalent
of SDR 526 million. Further disbursements
for the Trust's second period are scheduled
to be made at the end of January and April.
The final disbursement is expected in July
1980.
2

billion. These very large repurchases reflected the substantial improvement in the
balance of payments of some industrial
member countries that had large outstanding drawings. The pronounced contraction from the SDR 3.7 billion purchased in 1978 was almost entirely
attributable to the sharp drop in the use of
the reserve tranche, from SDR 2.5 billion
in 1978 to SDR 147 million in 1979.
Credit tranche purchases more than doubled, to SDR 853.1 million. Reserve
tranche purchases are effectively an exchange of reserve assets held by a member, while use of the Fund's resources in
the credit tranches is conditional on the
member having an agreed financial program with the Fund. Other purchases
remained virtually unchanged from the
previous year.
Nearly half the members' repurchases
in 1979—some SDR 2.2 billion—were in
repayment of drawings under the 197475 oil facility, which enabled the Fund to
reduce its obligations to the original
contributors of these resources by the
same amount. The Fund also reduced its
obligations under the General Arrangements to Borrow by SDR 588 million in
1979, while borrowing about SDR 307
million for the supplementary financing

facility. The total proceeds of the Fund's
gold sales in 1979 were $1,409 million,
compared with $1,080 million in 1978,
$645 million in 1977, and $320 million in
1976.
The measures designed to increase the
size and availability of the Fund's resources consisted mainly of steps to
expand the role of SDRs in the international monetary system and to improve
members' access to conditional funds
through the introduction of the supplementary financing facility and the liberalization of the compensatory financing
facility.
Drawings from the Fund's
General Resources Account, 1978-79
(In millions of SDRs)

1978

1979

All Fund member countries
3,744.3
All non-oil developing countries
1,029.2 27.5% of total
All Fund member countries
1,842.8
All non-oil developing countries
1,390.4
75.5% of total
Source: IMF Treasurer's Department

Summary of Fund operations in the Genera Resources Account, 1976-79
(In millions of SDRs;
Calendar year ended December 31
Transactions

Total purchases
Reserve tranche
Credit tranche
Compensatory financing
Extended facility
Buffer stock
Oil facility
Total repurchases
Fund borrowing
General Arrangements to Borrow1
Oil facility
Supplementary financing facility
Repayment of loans
General Arrangements to Borrow1
Oil facility
Supplementary financing facility
Gold sales
In connection with auctions
Replenishments up to May 31 ,
1978
Competitive bids
Noncompetitive bids
In distributions

1976

1977

1978

7,009.9
990.8
1,517.2
2,268.5
90.0
—
2,143.4
1,272.0

3,424.6
80.0
2,895.3
240.5
208.8
—
—
2,939.5

3,744.3
2,535.5
421.0
577.7
174.0
36.1
—
4,845.2

1,842.8
147.1
853.1
572.0
233.0
37.7
—
4,211.5

—
2,143.4
—

1 ,730.0
—
—

777.3
—
—

—
—
306.9

—
200.0
—
136.5
136.5

—
261.8
—
628.0
211.1

1,142.1
1,422.6
—
468.6
207.1

587.9
2,218.3
—
396.4
190.2

(136.6)
(-)
—
—

(211.1)
(-)
—
416.9

(91.9)
(115.2)
48.5
213.0

(-)
(190.2)
3.3
202.9

1979

Source: IMF, Treasurer's Department.
Note: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
1
1ncludes Swiss National Bank.
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continued on page 44

Agreement reached on a Sixth Replenishment of IDA
The International Development Association
(IDA) recently announced that representatives of 33 countries have agreed to arrangements to increase the Association's
resources in real terms through a Sixth Replenishment of its funds.
The Sixth Replenishment, which gives the
Association commitment authority for the
three-year period July 1, 1980 to June 30,
1983, provides for an estimated $12 billion
of additional funds to IDA for priority development projects in the poorest developing
countries.
The proposed $12 billion replenishment
allows for a real increase in IDA'S resources,
taking into account price increases and inflation since the Fifth Replenishment.
The Executive Directors of the Association approved these arrangements and submitted them for adoption to the Association's
Governors, who represent all member governments. No commitment to contribute by
any member will be made until approval,
where necessary, has been obtained from
its legislature.
IDA is the largest source of multilateral
lending on concessional terms to developing countries. IDA credits are for 50 years,
with repayments after 10 years. These credits are interest free, except for a service
charge of 3A of 1 per cent to meet IDA'S administrative costs. The development projects financed by IDA must meet the same
economic and financial standards as those
financed by the World Bank.

activity
Representatives reviewed the burdensharing arrangements under the Fifth Replenishment and negotiated a rearrangement of shares in the Sixth Replenishment.
The main changes occurring under this
rearrangement involved increases in the
shares of the Federal Republic of Germany
(from 10.9 per cent to 12.5 per cent of the
total) and Japan (from 10.3 per cent to 14.65
per cent); and reductions in those of the
United States (from 31.2 per cent to 27 per
cent), Sweden (from 3.8 per cent to 3 per
cent), and Canada (from 5.8 to 4.3 per cent).
Nine other countries—Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Korea, Spain, and Yugoslavia—have
increased their shares.

General capital increase approved by Bank's Governors
An increase of the equivalent of $40 billion
to the authorized capital stock of the World
Bank was recently approved by the Bank's
Board of Governors by a three-fourths majority, the margin required for approval by
the Bank's Articles of Agreement.
The increase—which roughly doubles the
World Bank's current authorized capital
stock—will enable Bank lending to continue
to grow, in real terms, through the middle of
the 1980s. (The Bank's Articles of Agreement limit the amount of disbursed and outstanding loans to the total of its subscribed
capital and reserves.)
Of subscriptions received, 7.5 per cent—
amounting to approximately $3 billion—will

be paid in to the Bank. The remaining 92.5
per cent, or $37 billion, will be added to the
subscribed capital, which is callable only to
meet the obligations of the Bank to holders
of its securities and thus serves to back the
Bank's obligations. Subscriptions to the increased capital will be accepted between
September 30, 1981 and July 1, 1986.
The World Bank finances its lending primarily from three sources: its own borrowings on the world capital markets; paid-in
capital; and retained earnings. As of September 30, 1979, it had made loan commitments in excess of $52.4 billion. A further
$17.3 billion had been committed by the
Bank's affiliate, the International Development Association.

Since it began operations in 1960, IDA
has attracted growing support from the international community. Membership in IDA
has increased from the original 68 in 1960
to the present 122 countries, while the number of contributors has grown from 17 to 33
contributing to the Sixth Replenishment.
Member governments contributing to the
Sixth Replenishment for the first time are
Argentina, Brazil, Greece, Mexico, Portugal,
and Venezuela (Romania may join this
group), providing a total of at least $128 million.
By June 30, 1979, IDA had extended
credits totaling $16.7 billion for development
projects in 74 of the poorest countries in
Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin
America. Some 90 per cent of IDA credits
have gone to 40 countries with a median annual per capita income level of $200 or less.
IDA assistance is also directed toward projects designed to increase the productivity,
incomes, employment opportunities, and
standards of living in the lowest income
groups within the recipient countries—nearly
half of its lending being devoted to agricultural and rural development.

Bank loan for Ecuador's first
urban development project
Ecuador's first urban development project
will be implemented with the help of a $31
million World Bank loan.
The project will provide improved shelter
to 12,700 households and employment to
about 5,000 persons in Guayaquil, the largest city in the country. It will directly benefit
about 100,000 people, or 10 per cent of the
city's population. Nearly 90 per cent of the
project investments are meant to help the
poorest families in Guayaquil. The project
will also help to promote institutional development to address urban needs on a larger
scale, both in Guayaquil and nationwide.
The total cost of the project is estimated
at $51.6 million. It includes loans and technical assistance for small-scale enterprises,
upgrading of slums, development of sites
and services, and loans for household construction and improvement. Afeasibility study
for an artisans' market in Guayaquil will also
be undertaken.
The $31 million Bank loan is for 17 years,
including 4 years of grace, with 7.95 per
cent interest per annum.

continued on page 44
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Views &X
comments
Following are excerpts from an address
by Jacques de Larosiere, Managing Director of the Fund, before the International Working Conference on the Management of Foreign Exchange Risks,
organized by the International Herald
Tribune and FOREX Research Limited, in
Paris on October 29, 1979. He began by
stating that he intended to offer "a series
of practical reflections emerging from the
experience of the last half dozen years."
.., I shall today develop three themes: firstly,
that flexible rates do not insulate economies
in an open world; secondly, that they do not
lessen the need for basic policy adjustments; and finally, that they do not diminish
the need for cooperation and active international surveillance.

Flexible rates do not insulate
economies in an open world
It is a matter of observation that, in today's
world, a high degree of economic interdependence continues in spite of widespread
floating. To some extent this is because the
floating is not "clean": central bank intervention results in the transmission of monetary
flows from one economy to another. This is
an important and growing practice, which I
shall consider shortly in its own right. But,
even in the absence of intervention, there
are three fundamental reasons why flexible
rates cannot fully insulate a domestic economy from external influences.
The first is that real activity in an economy
will react to exchange rate changes only to
the extent that relative costs adjust, and
after the time lag that it takes for demand to
respond to changes in these relative costs
. . . . In a large number of cases changes in
nominal rates have been offset by inflation
differentials, and thus real exchange movements have often been small. The risk of
such feedback is increased by the fact that,
for many goods and services, trade volume
only responds to relative cost changes over
a fairly extended period
If during this
period the relative cost improvement in devaluing countries is eroded by domestic in4

Exchange rates
Flexible exchange rates do not
lessen the need for basic policy
adjustments

flation, while the relative cost deterioration
in appreciating countries is dampened by
reduced rates of inflation, then the full effects of the exchange rate changes will not
come through, and the need for adjustment
will remain....
The second reason why flexible exchange
rates cannot entirely insulate economies lies
in the high level of external trade in relation
to domestic production in many countries.
Exchange rate changes cannot, especially
given the lags I have mentioned, prevent the
level of economic activity in one country
from being affected directly by the demand
for its products in its principal trading partners. In this important respect, therefore, the
flexible rate system has a good deal of similarity to a pegged rate system, and those
responsible for economic policy need to
continue to take a close interest in economic
developments in other countries.
The third aspect of interdependence which
is important concerns those countries whose
currencies are widely used for international
trade and held by other countries in their international reserves. The domestic monetary policies of these major countries are
naturally reflected in the external value of
their currencies, and if these policies result
in sharp fluctuations or in widespread shifts
in confidence, then the functioning of the
world's markets and the economies of other
countries are invariably and directly affected.
These, then, are three reasons for the
continuing interdependence of national
economies, even under a regime of freely
floating rates. Let me now turn to examine
the type of exchange rate fluctuations we
have seen in practice over the last few years,
the factors which have led to the widespread
adoption of "managed" floating, and the
reasons why these developments, in my
view, do not diminish the need for prompt
adjustment of general economic policies
compared with the position under the previous par value system.

... Looked at retrospectively, three kinds
of exchange rate changes can be identified
in the recent experience; firstly, very shortterm fluctuations of the day-to-day, monthto-month variety; secondly, intermediateterm fluctuations in which a change in one
direction of six months to a year is subsequently reversed; and thirdly, long-term
structural changes in the pattern of rates.
It has long been held that the authorities
should do what they can to smooth out very
short-term fluctuations, although on occasion they may have to vary their intervention
tactics to avoid being made a target by the
market. There is similarly wide agreement
that little can be usefully done by intervention alone to resist long-term structural rate
changes.
It is, however, in the area of intermediateterm fluctuations that the test of principles
becomes clearest, and here there have recently been substantial developments. Following the events of last year all countries ,
are prepared to take a view on whether a
movement in the value of their currencies is
appropriate, and are prepared to use intervention and other policies to resist a potential intermediate-term change which they regard as undesirable. This is an important
change in attitude, and when the commitment to the management of exchange rates
reaches this level the distinction between a
flexible rate system and an adjustable peg
system has narrowed substantially.
The chief reasons for this adoption of
"managed" floating are perhaps as follows.
Firstly, it has been accepted that exchange
rates alone could not take the full strain of
the severe external shocks to which economies have been subjected during the last
few years. Secondly, governments have
come to recognize that, because of the factors I described earlier, exchange rate
movements cannot by themselves, or in the
very short term, bring about adjustment between economies. This, in itself, implies that,
while the management of exchange rates
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and the adjustment process
can make a contribution to stability, adjustment policies must go beyond intervention
in exchange markets and also embrace
general economic policies to tackle inflationary disorders directly. It is in the underlying
economic conditions and policies that the
key to exchange stability is to be found.
The recognition that changes in nominal
exchange rates are an important, but not by
themselves sufficient, policy tool has encouraged a search for alternatives to a system of flexible rates, which would aim to coordinate intervention policies and also
general policies of economic adjustment.
The decision to establish the European
Monetary System is an indication of a willingness to place more emphasis on the adjustment of other policies as well as exchange market intervention. It is clearly of
vital importance that these other policies are
in fact adjusted. Past experience with the
par value system indicates that, if rates of
inflation differ substantially among member
countries, there is a need both to adjust exchange rates promptly and to make changes
to general economic policies which prevent
excessively frequent one-way movements.
Similarly, exchange rate zones can make a
contribution to the stability of markets, but
their success depends on the timely adjustment of rates and on a readiness to adopt
appropriately coordinated internal policies.

The use of flexible rates does not
diminish the need for cooperation
and active international
surveillance
While the question of exchange rate arrangements is one that will continue to be
followed closely in the Fund, this is an issue
that the amended Articles of the Fund leave
explicitly in the hands of individual members. It is clear, however, that, while members are free to choose an exchange rate
arrangement, the level of their exchange
rates is a matter of mutual concern. Indeed,
if an exchange rate is so high that it prevents
"effective balance of payments adjustment"
or so low that it enables the member "to gain
an unfair competitive advantage over other

members," the member is not fulfilling his
obligations. The Fund is then required to act
under its responsibility to "exercise firm surveillance over the exchange rate policies of
members." .. .
The communique of the Interim Committee of March 1979 already reflected this . . .
view [and]. . . further encouragement for an
active surveillance role for the Fund came at
the recent Interim Committee Meeting in
Belgrade, and the Committee's communique again called for an active exercise of
the Fund's surveillance authority. In his address to the Annual Meetings, Secretary
Miller of the United States stated: "Without
active surveillance, there is no system. The
Fund has moved cautiously and prudently in
applying its surveillance procedures. Bolder
action is now required." It is widely accepted
that, while regional exchange blocs have
their virtues, international surveillance can
make an important contribution to ensuring
a degree of coherence in exchange rate and
related policies throughout the system as a
whole.
It is easy these days to be pessimistic
about the long-run outlook. In recent years
we have had a high degree of flexibility of
rates combined with massive intervention in
foreign exchange markets. This is a paradoxical situation, but in my view, it does not
arise from defects in the rules or legal arrangements of the system. Rather, we have
to look to the same underlying economic
policy errors that made the old par value
system unsustainable. That system could
tolerate modest differences in inflation rates
with periodic adjustments in exchange rates
but could not withstand divergence in economic policies on the scale experienced in
the late 1960s and early 1970s. Now, as
then, the difficulties encountered by the
United States in containing its rate of inflation are central to the problems we are encountering. The United States is to be commended for the recent monetary policy
changes that indicate the seriousness with
which inflation is being regarded.
In drawing my remarks to a close, let me
try to present a few general observations

that arise from these reflections on exchange rates and the adjustment process.
The first is that there has been less difference between the operation of the adjustment process under the par value system
and under flexible rates than many had expected. This extends right through to the
Fund's stabilization programs. Some may
have thought that the nature of these stabilization programs, particularly the restraints
on domestic credit expansion, would be different under flexible rates. Recent research
at the Fund, however, has shown that under
a flexible rate system such as the present
one, in which countries exercise a degree of
management over exchange rates, such a
distinction does not apply.
A second observation is that, among a
considerable number of swings in exchange
rates, there have been over the period some
significant real exchange rate changes. A
substantial movement in real exchange rates
occurred in the latter part of 1977 and in
1978 between the U.S. dollar and a number
of other major currencies. The position stabilized in the first half of 1979, with further
changes occurring recently. Balance of payments positions, in particular a much needed
shift in the current account positions of the
three largest industrial countries, show that
these real exchange rate changes have
played a role in adjustment.
A third observation is that while we are
still very early in the process of applying surveillance, it can make a significant contribution to the adjustment process if used with a
combination of firmness and discretion. In
this connection I was very heartened in Belgrade to see that there is growing understanding in countries of the deep-seated nature of the inflationary problem confronting
us. This is of particular importance in the
case of the United States, given the key position it occupies in the system as a whole.
If the governments of the world's major trading countries persevere in the firm resolve
which they have now expressed, and in a
framework of active international cooperation, then the outlook must be for a smoother
functioning of the exchange markets in the
international adjustment process.
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Development problems of
In spite of their natural resource wealth, the economic performance
of countries exporting nonfuel minerals has been disappointing—
they exhibit tendencies toward persistent low agricultural growth,
high industrial wages, and low aggregate savings. Moreover, they
have not been able to tap the full potential revenues of their mining •
industries. This article discusses the causes and implications of
these problems and suggests some policy reforms.
Gobind T. Nankani

One of the distinguishing characteristics of
developing countries is that a large share
of their exports is made up of primary
commodities. Very often individual developing countries are highly dependent on
one or a few primary products for most of
their export earnings. Among this group
are the countries whose major exports are
nonfuel minerals (which this article will
call mineral economies for the sake of brevity). Attention has been drawn lately to the
problems of these countries because of the
recent instability in nonfuel mineral prices.
Mineral economies vary enormously with
respect to the size of their population, the
extent and stage of exploitation of their
mineral wealth, their agricultural potential,
the level of their human resource development, and their economic and social infrastructure. However, they share the peculiar advantages and the special problems
that arise from having an important mining
sector and from their dependence on an
exhaustible resource. In this respect, they
differ markedly from other groups of developing countries, such as the predominantly agricultural nations or the semiindustrial countries.
This article will discuss the development
problems of the mineral economies which
are dependent on the export of bauxite,
copper, iron ore, lead, manganese ore,
phosphate rock, tin, and zinc. As shown in

This article is based on G. Nankani, The Development Problems of Mineral Exporting
Countries, World Bank Staff Working Paper
No. 354, available from the World Bank.
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nonfuel mineral exporting countries
Table 1, the group consists of these 13 certain level, mineral rents are difficult to
countries: Bolivia (tin), Chile (copper), exact.
Essentially, the fact that mineral reGuinea (bauxite), Guyana (bauxite), Jamaica (bauxite), Liberia (iron ore), Mauri- sources are depletable implies that these
tania (iron ore), Morocco (phosphate rock), countries must aim to diversify their ecoPeru (copper), Sierra Leone (iron ore), Togo nomic base as the mineral resources are
(phosphate rock), Zaire (copper), and being gradually drawn down. The fundaZambia (copper). The group excludes the mental problem the mineral economies
developing petroleum exporters, whose have to deal with is a tendency over time
increased revenues, following the 1973 oil for economic incentives, domestic wages
price rise by the Organization of Petroleum and consumption to evolve as if income
Exporting Countries (OPEC), render them based on the mineral wealth were going to
less prone to the development problems be received indefinitely. If this tendency is
allowed to persist, a crisis will ensue when
that the average mineral economy faces.
mineral rents reach their peak and incomes
originating in the mining sector stop growAdvantages and problems
ing or begin to decline.
The mineral economies possess reShort-run demand instabilities cause a
sources for which demand can be vigordifferent kind of problem in these counous and that can, with some investment,
tries. Given the high dependence of the
provide a source of "rents" to finance
economy on fiscal and foreign exchange
other investments and, in some cases, also
form the basis of an industrialization strat- revenues emanating from the mining secegy. (The concept of economic rent refers tor, demand instabilities in this sector give
to the surplus earned by factors of production (land, labor, capital) beyond what is
just necessary to induce the owners of these
factors to offer their services.) The existence of these resources gives rise to a major structural feature of the mineral economies, namely, the relative ease with which
they can raise fiscal revenue in the form of
foreign exchange. This is principally for
two reasons. First, unlike the agricultural
primary exporters, they export products
that can easily be sold even when prices
rise, because demand does not fall proportionately; and second, because taxes imposed on the mining sector are relatively
simple to levy and to administer. As a result, the ratio of export earnings to gross
domestic product (GDP) is about twice as
large in the mineral than in the nonmineral
economies, and their tax-to-GDP ratio is
one and one-third times that of the nonmineral economies (see Table 2).
The development problems of the mineral economies, on the other hand, stem
from three sources: their resources are depletable; the demand for them is often
unstable in the short run; and beyond a

rise to corresponding instabilities in fiscal
revenues and in foreign currency receipts.
Although other primary exporting countries are subject to similar fluctuations,
mineral exporting countries tend to be less
diversified and hence more vulnerable. The
recent experience of the copper exporting
countries is a classic example of this phenomenon. A country so dependent on a
single sector faces serious challenges in devising policies for short-run macroeconomic management when prices fall. And in
the longer run, it may have to diversify the
economy and broaden the tax base.
Finally, mineral exporting countries must
successfully mobilize their mineral rents
for longer-term development projects. This
task is necessarily complex, because rents
are not easily identified, vary with the rentexaction technique, and may even be increased through producer cartels. The
dominance of foreign mining companies in
the mineral sectors of most of these coun-

Table
Nonfuel mineral economies: share of mining In GDP
and total merchandise export earnings
(In per cent)

Major mineral

Bolivia
Chile
Guinea
Guyana
Jamaica
Liberia
Mauritania
Morocco
Peru
Sierra Leone
Togo
Zaire
Zambia

Tin
Copper
Bauxite
Bauxite
Bauxite
Iron ore
Iron ore
Phosphate
Copper
Iron ore
Phosphate
Copper
Copper

Share of mining1in GDP,
1967-75

11.9

8.5

n.a.
16.5
11.0
31.9
27.9
7.5
5.6
17.0
9.83
18.5
32.0

Share of mineral exports in
total merchandise exports,
1 974-76*

73.6
65.8
70.2
26.0
18.4
70.1
88.6
55.5
36.7
10.9
66.3
66.6
96.5

Source:
World Bank data.
1
1ncludes quarrying.
* Includes only ores and concentrates, unwrought and unrefined (except copper, which may be refined but is unwrought).
* 1975 = 13.6 per cent.
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tries means that untapped rents can be diverted to other shores, unseen by the
country's authorities, to show up as profits of the operating companies or their parent companies.
The taxation of the mineral sector alone
will only partially tap mineral rents. In addition, the country can also participate actively in the mining industry and pay particular attention to the negotiation of mining
contracts with foreign mining countries.
Further, an export-led growth strategy
which is based on rehts collected from the
mineral sector can only succeed to the extent that the state is able to invest its fiscal
proceeds productively (either directly or
through financial intermediaries), since the
mining industry does not characteristically
generate growth in other sectors of the
economy. The investment choices of mineral economies must be made with special
care, since, unlike other economies, their
primary resource is not renewable.
Incentives; wages; consumption
The experience of the mineral countries
suggests that over time, their economies
tend to become increasingly dominated by
a syndrome in which three factors interact:
an incentive structure that is biased against
agriculture and export diversification; high
sectoral wage differentials; and high relative macroeconomic consumption (or low
relative macroeconomic saving). The longterm implications of allowing this syndrome to persist are severe: as the mineral
wealth is exhausted, the economy finds itself unable to support its population at its
earlier living standards, and long-run stagnation and poverty become increasingly
likely. The solution seems to be to forestall
the development of this syndrome as early
as possible.
Mineral economies tend to exhibit lower
growth in agricultural production and to
import more food than nonmineral economies. The major short-run consequence
of this has been that a large share of their
imports consist of foodstuffs (see Table 2).
Although some mineral economies may
not have a long-run comparative advantage in agriculture, yet it is true that, in
general, agriculture can and should play a
critical role in the development process.
The reciprocal interaction between agriculture and other sectors, involving increases
in the productivity and output of each,
permits rapid growth in the national product and in the opportunities for employment.
The causes underlying lower agricultural
growth in the mineral economies are not
unlike those in other developing countries,
although they are perhaps more accentuated. Primary among these are commer8

Table 2
Nonfuel mineral and nonmineral economies: selected indicators
Nonfuel mineral economies (in black)
Nonmineral economies (in color)
1968-70

Export earnings-GDP ratio

33.4

17.1

1960-70

Tax revenue-GDP ratio
Growth of agricultural production
(in per cent)
Share of food imports in total imports
(in per cent)
Share of minerals in total merchandise
exports (in per cent)
Share of primary commodities in total
merchandise exports (in per cent)
Gross national saving rates
(in per cent)
Incremental gross national saving rates
(in per cent)

16.8

13.0

1960-76

3.0

3.6

1967

14.2

16.8
n.a.

13.5

1968-73

5.7 23.6
7.9

8.3

GDP

GDP per capita

27.2

3.4

19.4

14.6

72.0

n.a.

89.0

50.0

1970

5.5

1970

External debt-GDP ratio
Growth rates (in per cent):

2.6

1976

83.0

8.5

13.5

1970-76

1968

17.6

20.1

1976

1960-70

Inflation rates (in per cent)

17.0

1960

86.0

1974-76

35.2

1971-73

1960

67.0

18.1

1970-75

1961-72

Export earnings instability index

1971-73

35.9

14.8

1976

15.2

1970-73

6.5

6.3

14.9

16.2

1973-76

4.1

13.8

1968-73

8.8

9.3

1970-76

12.2

12.6

1976

13.2

45.7

19.2

1960-76

4.4
1.9

6.3
3.8

Source: World Bank staff estimates.
n.a. indicates that data are not available.

cial and trade policies aimed at industrialization through the protection of importsubstituting industries, and the maintainence of an exchange rate based on high export earnings from minerals. Both these
factors act as disincentives to the growth of
both agriculture and nontraditional exports, which become less profitable under
such a policy structure and may even produce actual losses (see Table 2). Even
though this bias in favor of import substitution and against agriculture and export
diversification is commonplace among developing countries, and is often justifiable
as a transitional phase in the industrialization process, it tends to persist longer and
is often allowed to distort the structure of
mineral economies more severely—mainly
because these economies enjoy relatively
large amounts of fiscal and foreign exchange revenues in the medium term.
A second cause of the lower growth of
agriculture in these mineral economies is
the shortage of labor in agriculture, resulting from migration to urban areas (as in
other developing countries) and, in addition, to the high-wage mining sector. Except in the very early stages of mining
when it was a labor-intensive, small-scale

activity carried out by independent nationals, the mining industry has been highly
capital intensive and is becoming more so.
It therefore has enormous infrastructure
requirements compared with most other
industries and the agricultural sector. This
disparity in capital intensity among different sectors gives rise to "technological
dualism," a characteristic that is shared by
most developing countries but that is more
severe in mineral economies. Wage dualism—the existence of two wage structures
in the economy—seems to be an inevitable
companion to technological dualism. Relatively low wages in the nonmining sector
coexist with higher wages in the mining
sector. These higher earnings not only reflect the higher labor productivity of the
mining sector but also a host of other factors: when nationals replace foreign workers, the higher inducement wages paid to
the latter must generally be maintained;
the industry's small number of workers
makes it easier for them to unionize; governments tend to support higher wage demands in the mining sector as one way of
increasing the volume of earnings from
mining that is retained by the host countries—while foreign mining companies, in
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Export earnings instability
There are good reasons to expect export
earnings to be unstable for the mineral

economies. Once available capacity is being
fully utilized, supplies cannot be increased
in the short run; short-run demand for
minerals is not significantly responsive to
price changes; and the demand for minerals can vary widely over the business
cycle.
Moreover, economies dependent on
unstable export earnings are often prone to
inflation. A fall in export earnings is directly reflected in a cut in revenues. Since
it is almost always politically difficult to cut
government expenditures, governments
tend to have budget deficits financed largely
by central bank borrowing. The reduction
in foreign exchange earnings also means
that imports cannot easily be increased.
The resulting discrepancy between expenditures and supplies results in inflation. Similarly high rates of inflation may
be observed during export booms—even
though the government's budget is in surplus—if imports grow only slowly and reserves are built up. In both cases, supply
constraints in the nontradeable goods and
services sectors initiate price increases that
easily spread to other sectors. In addition,
the cost-push variety of inflation manifests
itself through the wage pressures that arise
in the mining industry.
The evidence on the relation between
the mineral economies' export earnings
and domestic inflation is, however, equivocal. Both instability and inflation are higher
for the mineral economies over the 1960-70
period, but lower between 1970 and 1976.
There is one piece of evidence that suggests that the mineral economies may have
to pay a price for responding to unstable
export earnings by having budget deficits.
The ratio of external debt to GDP for the
mineral economies is over twice that for

Gobind T. Nankani

Juan Rossel for F&D

turn, offer higher wages than those prevailing in other sectors, both to attract
higher quality labor and because it is
deemed to be good politics.
The wage dualism in mineral economies
has two important implications. First, very
often an increase in wages in a high-wage
sector tends to be reflected in rises in the
low wage sectors, thus preserving the dual
wage structure, but increasing the average
wage. Second, the rate of open unemployment is high because the dual wage structure encourages migration from the lowwage to the high-wage sector, with migrants responding to expected income and
hence willing to tolerate unemployment
until job opportunities open up. As a result, mineral economies tend to be highwage economies characterized by high unemployment. It is noteworthy that the tendency to high average wages puts the mineral economy at some disadvantage when
it attempts to export labor-intensive products and also probably contributes to the
lower level of saving in mineral economies
by increasing the share of wages in gross
national product (GNP).
Accordingly, a third element that seals
the peculiar dynamic path of mineral economies is their relatively poor saving performance (see Table 2). Although gross national saving rates are of a similar order of
magnitude in the mineral and nonmineral
economies, incremental gross national saving rates are clearly lower in the mineral
economies. The latter is the more relevant
concept, since most of the mineral economies in the sample are still in their early
stages of mineral exploitation. It is not surprising that the mineral economies are often
described as exhibiting consumption
standards that assume that their mineral
wealth is inexhaustible. Since their mineral
resources are depletable, it is only prudent
that the level and composition of investments made from such wealth should provide an equivalent or larger flow of income
as mineral rents decline. True, mineral resources that can be economically tapped
may increase over time as prices and technology change and as new resources are
located. Mineral revenues may also change,
both for these reasons and possibly as a result of producer cartels and changes in the
market structure. But none of these offsetting factors is ever certain to materialize,
and it is reasonable to expect the saving behavior of mineral economies to be somewhat superior to that of nonmineral economies at similar levels of income because of
the depletable character of their exports.
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nonmineral economies (see Table 2). It is
clear that this latter fact cannot be attributed solely to export earnings instability,
since saving performance and macroeconomic management can offset such instability. High external debt-to-GDP ratios may,
in addition, be regarded as an advantage
rather than a liability, in that mineral wealth
increases the creditworthiness of such
economies and permits them to undertake
investments by borrowing abroad. However, this interpretation receives little support from data on the relative growth rates
of mineral and nonmineral economies (see
Table 2). The implication then, is that the
higher external debt-to-GDP ratio must reflect a low return for investments or a high
share of consumption out of such external
debts. Neither of these is encouraging to
note.
Appropriating mineral rents
In theory, mineral rents can generate the
investment resources required to develop
other sectors of the economy, such as agriculture and industry. In practice, the size
of this contribution depends on the willingness and ability of the governments of
the countries concerned to tax or otherwise
mobilize part of the incomes originating in
mining.
These complex tasks constitute special
challenges. In principle, the objective of
mineral economies is to maximize, in the
long run, the appropriation of all rents,
while allowing the investor to earn the return necessary to induce him to invest. In
practice, the balancing of these objectives
is extremely difficult to achieve. In the first
place, it is not easy to identify mineral
rents. The international mining industry is
oligopolistic and substantially vertically integrated. Prices are therefore not determined in open markets. Developing countries generally have a limited knowledge of
the mining industry and of mineral reserves. In addition, investors' perceptions
of risks are difficult to evaluate, and future
mineral prices and technologies are always
uncertain. Second, even if these problems
did not exist, choices would still remain as
to the optimum rate of mineral exploration
and exploitation, and how these should be
conducted in a given institutional environment. Although there is no single universally applicable set of desired policies, experience suggests some guidelines for the
future.
In.principle, the simplest way to capture
all rents is for the government of the mineral economy to own and run the mines.
But few mineral economies possess the
managerial, technical, and marketing skills
needed to substitute fully and efficiently
for the foreign mining companies. As these
finance & Development I March 1980
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skills are developed, governments are likely
to participate increasingly in mining. Such
participation speeds the necessary accumulation of knowledge about the industry,
the nation's mineral reserves, and its longterm needs and capacities for mineral exploration and exploitation. This process can
also be accelerated through greater exchange of information among developing
countries, as well as joint research and development efforts. Meanwhile, the role of
foreign mining companies is likely to remain significant in most of these countries,
and so, too, is that of mineral taxation.
Mineral taxation takes many forms. The
oldest form is royalties, when an agreed
sum is paid per unit weight or volume of
the mineral, generally irrespective of the
quality of the ore. This has the serious defect of not being sensitive to the size of rent
in individual mines. But because it assures
stable revenues and is easily administered,
there is a strong case for using it to supplement other forms of taxation. Taxes on income and excess profits can be more finely
calibrated to capture mineral rents, and
also do not encourage mining companies
to stop short of exploiting mines for which
the royalty payment would entail losses.
These features suggest that greater use of
taxes on income and excess profits should
be made by mineral economies that still
rely primarily on royalties. Peru uses a
number of production sharing and production contracting arrangements, which contain an element of taxation on incomes and
profits but retain the advantages of private
operation. These arrangements, however,
are not finely tuned to rents and require
extremely skillful negotiation and supervision.
Finally, the potential for forming cartels
to exploit monopolistic rents has been
viewed with renewed vigor since the 1973
price increases by the OPEC. However,
with the possible exception of the bauxite
producers, these mineral producing countries do not seem to share the attributes
that are required to form successful cartels.
Not only must cartel members be able to
dominate the market but they must possess intensive knowledge of the workings
of the industry and the market. In particular, they must be able to stay clear of "limit
prices" at which substitutes become attractive and must successfully maintain
group cohesion. Until producer countries
themselves have a thorough knowledge of
their respective mining industries on such
aspects as potential reserves, shipping and
processing costs, and potential substitutes,
it is highly uncertain whether they could
successfully appropriate monopolistic rents.
In this regard, the experience of the phosphate rock cartel provides a marked con10

trast to that of the OPEC or the International Bauxite Association. Following the
OPEC example, Jamaica and other bauxite
producers in the Caribbean were able to increase their share of the market price of
bauxite sold in North America by increasing taxes but only just enough to make it
not worthwhile for bauxite buyers to switch
to other more distant producers. On the
other hand, the phosphate rock cartel, led
by Morocco, raised prices so high that buyers switched to substitutes; as a result,
within 18 months phosphate rock prices
had fallen to about the precartel levels.
Investment strategy
Despite their important similarities,
mineral economies vary enormously—in
the size of their population, the extent of
their mineral wealth, their stage of exploitation, their agricultural potential, and so
on. Their investment priorities vary accordingly. This variation becomes particularly clear when the population size and
mineral wealth per capita of these economies are compared in order to assess the
role of mineral processing in their industrialization strategy.
Countries with small populations and
large mineral wealth—such as Chile, Guyana, and Jamaica—are most likely to be
able to mount a successful long-term strategy biased in favor of resource processing.
This is primarily because such an industrialization strategy is highly capital intensive and provides few employment opportunities. But since many of these industries
are technologically very sophisticated and
require highly skilled manpower, the strategy demands early and careful planning
and investment in education, training, and
research and development.
In most other mineral economies, industrialization strongly biased in favor of mineral processing is unlikely to be successful
in meeting the employment objective.
However, some opportunities do exist, depending on such factors as the raw material cost shares of such industries and the
availability of essential complementary inputs, such as natural gas and hydroelectric
power. Barriers to entry in prospective foreign markets are also a problem, particularly for the iron, steel, aluminum, and
copper industries.
In contrast to the small, richly endowed
countries are the large nations with low
mineral wealth per capita, such as Peru
and Zaire. In these countries, agriculture is
likely to remain the largest source of income and employment; these countries
need to have correspondingly high priorities for investment in agricultural infrastructure, extension, research, and credit;
growing numbers of nonagricultural work-

ers and potentially large domestic markets
for manufactures also indicate the need for
rapid development of labor-intensive industry. The role of mineral processing in
these countries is correspondingly small.
These are also the countries that can least
afford to become victims of the incentivewage consumption syndrome.
Other policy issues
The concerns and policies of mineral
economies should not stop at the importance of improving the mobilization and
investment of mineral earnings. Their
concerns should include such priorities as
the need to increase domestic savings and
to extend low-cost basic education and
health services more rapidly to the rural
and urban poor. In addition, what calls for
special emphasis in the mineral economies
are two key "prices"—the mining sector
wage rate and the exchange rate.
To counter the distorting effects of high
wage rates in the mining sector, wage increases in mining and mineral processing
need to be moderated, and wages in other
modern, formal sector activities should reflect productivity in those sectors and
should be only minimally influenced by
wage developments in mining. The other
policy instrument that exerts a pervasive
influence on the mineral economies is the
level of their exchange rate, which normally does not provide adequate incentives for the development of nonmineral
production and exports. To provide such
incentives for diversification, there are several possible combinations of exchange rate
policy and foreign trade taxes/quotas, the
appropriate choice of which would depend
on the specific country context.
Finally, part of the remedy to instability
in export earnings and fiscal revenues lies
in the development of compensatory financing schemes, such as those of the International Monetary Fund and the European Community, as well as international
buffer stock arrangements. In addition, individual mineral economies can build up
reserve funds, which are accumulated
when export prices are high and can be
drawn down during recessions.
At the end of three major studies of economic policymaking in Latin America, Albert O. Hirschman wrote: "the roads to reform are narrow and perilous, they appear
quite unsafe to the outside observer however sympathetic he may be, but they exist."
The success of officials in the mineral economies in attaining their national goals necessarily rests in large measure on the availabilities of their respective mineral reserves;
but it can also depend even more on
whether they can devise reform programs
along the lines suggested here.
HI
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Limits

to taxation

Over the past decade or longer, tax revenue has been growing
faster than national income in all industrial countries and in most
less developed countries. The tax ratio—the ratio of tax revenue to
gross domestic product or gross national product—now exceeds
45 per cent in several countries in northwestern Europe. This
increase in tax ratios has frequently aroused controversy and public
resistance. Commentators assert that the limit to taxation has been
reached, or exceeded, in some countries. This article discusses the
nature of tax limits and the relation between them and tax reform.
Richard Goode
Tax limits are economic in the sense that
exceeding them will gravely harm production and distribution. They are also political in that governments recognize the bad
economic consequences of excessive taxation and the resistance to it and try to keep
taxes within the limits. An absolute limit
would prevail if no additional revenue
could be obtained by raising tax rates or
imposing new taxes. An absolute limit,
however, is rarely encountered. Usually a
tax limit is not fixed at any precise level but
reflects a judgment that the harm done by

raising taxes beyond some point would
outweigh the advantages of obtaining
greater revenue to finance public expenditures or to reduce the rate of domestic inflation.
Tax limits may operate because excessive
taxation impairs productive capacity,
weakens economic incentives, arouses resistance and evasion, or imposes insupportable administrative burdens.
Taxation can reduce productive capacity
by destroying capital or by reducing the
consumption needed to maintain the en-

ergy and health of workers. Whether these
are serious threats depends in good part on
how the tax revenue is used. If the government spends for well-chosen investments,
necessary maintenance of useful facilities,
or for health services and education, the
risk that productive capacity will be harmed
is much less than if the revenue is used to
finance ill-chosen prestige projects or to
support an idle bureaucracy.
By reducing economic rewards, high
taxes can make people less willing to work,
assume managerial responsibility, control
costs, or invest. If the tax revenue is then
used for welfare purposes that may be applauded for social reasons, the effect can
be to accentuate the adverse effects on incentives. If, for example, the government
subsidizes or provides free goods and services that people would otherwise buy for
themselves, such as food, housing, and
health care, workers will feel less need to
earn income to pay for these. While the
community as a whole may benefit from
social expenditures, the amount of benefit
received by an individual or family is not
related to the amount of tax paid by that
person or family. Most people feel that taxation is a burden regardless of how much
they may approve the purposes for which
the proceeds are used. Few citizens are as
farsighted as the great American judge,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, who said: "I like
to pay taxes. With them I buy civilization."
Taxation, in fact, is limited by the resistance that may be aroused when taxes rise
rapidly and are regarded as excessive. Resistance may take the form of increased evasion—particularly of direct taxes on income, profits, and wealth, which depend
to a great extent on the cooperation and
voluntary compliance of taxpayers. Evaders include not only those who conceal
profits by involved commercial and financial transactions or the falsification of accounts, but also workers in the "black,"
or parallel, economy.
Tax evasion, however, is a complex phenomenon that may be linked more closely
with traditions and attitudes toward laws
and government than with tax rates.
Equally or more important may be tax
avoidance that does not break the law but
diverts activities and transactions from
commercial or organized markets to channels that are less exposed to taxation. In
less developed countries, farmers may
consume more of their output or use it for
barter in the villages and offer less for sale
in the cities or for export. In industrialized
countries, high tax rates may induce
householders to divert time and energy
from earning taxable income to maintaining and improving their houses and gardens and other household activities. There
is an economic loss, since the advantages
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Factors affecting tax limits
A common opinion is that the greater the
per capita national income, the higher the
tolerable limit of the ratio of taxation to income. It is true that the high-income countries as a group have higher tax ratios than
the low-income countries as a group. But
the relationship between per capita income
and the tax ratio is by no means close and
uniform. Among industrial countries, per
capita income accounts for only a minor
part of the variability of tax ratios. For less
developed countries, repeated studies car12

ried out in the Fiscal Affairs Department of
the International Monetary Fund over the
past 12 years have found that per capita income is of doubtful significance in statistical analyses intended to "explain" tax ratios.
Certain kinds of activities and natural resources are relatively easy to tax because
they are visible, are concentrated in particular locations, or are immobile. They offer
what have been aptly called "tax handles."
Foreign trade is an important example. It is
more easily taxed than domestic trade because it must cross frontiers that are subject to control and because of the longestablished practice of imposing special
taxes on imports and exports. Mineral resources are another example. They are visible, concentrated in location, and immobile; and in many countries, they
historically belonged to the sovereign. Furthermore, in less developed countries,
minerals are usually exploited by foreignowned corporations. Agriculture, on the
other hand, is hard to tax because of the
importance of home consumption of output, the feasibility of barter, and, in many
areas, the small scale of operations. Statistical studies confirm that tax ratios in developing countries tend to be positively related to the shares of foreign trade and
mineral production in gross national product (GNP) and negatively related to the
share of agriculture.
Tax rates in other countries influence the
tax limit by affecting opinions about what
is bearable. The possibility that domestic
capital will flow abroad to countries with
lower taxes and that foreign capital will be
discouraged from entering a high-tax
country has restrained the taxation of profits, investment income, and financial
wealth.

than for regressive taxes, which rise less
rapidly than income. High marginal rates
on increments to income, which are characteristic of steeply progressive taxation,
are particularly harmful to economic incentives. Progressive taxation reduces the extra economic rewards for hard work, risktaking, and innovation. Also, progressive
taxes fall more heavily than other taxes on
persons who save an above-average fraction of their income. Hence, progressivity
may restrict capital accumulation. This latter point was stressed in early discussions
of tax limits. Recently it has excited less
concern, perhaps because other aspects of
fiscal policy, particularly the size of the
budget deficit, are now seen to influence
total national saving much more than the
degree of tax progressivity.
If progressivity holds down the tax limit,
a conflict may arise between revenue requirements and tax reform. This is so because reform proposals often call for greater
reliance on direct taxes and a more progressive distribution of the tax burden.
The facts, however, do not support the
belief that progressivity is incompatible with
a high tax ratio. To verify this point, it is
advisable to examine separately revenue
statistics for industrial countries and less
developed countries, as the many differences between the two groups preclude a
valid comparison between them. The leading industrial countries are members of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD). Among these
countries a large part of the difference between the tax ratios of the most highlytaxed countries and the other countries is
due to the greater use of generally progressive income and profits taxes by the former
countries. In the high-tax countries, revenue from income and profits taxes represents a greater percentage of gross domesProgressivity
tic product, and it also accounts for a greater
It has been argued that the tax limit is percentage of total tax revenue. This anallower for progressive taxes, which take an ysis is based on a classification of 23 OECD
increasing fraction of income as it rises, countries, according to their overall tax ratios, as follows: 5 countries with the highest ratios, 13 countries with intermediate
Richard Goode
ratios, and 5 countries with the lowest ratios (see Table 1).
In less developed countries, tax ratios
are generally lower than in the OECD
countries, but, as is true in the OECD, the
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of specialization are sacrificed and economic efficiency lessened, but this loss is
smaller than the loss of the monetary value
of income and consumption that can be
taxed.
Another form of resistance to taxation
shows itself in inflation. Although the failure of governments to impose sufficient
taxation in relation to expenditures is a
much more common cause of inflation,
high taxes themselves can aggravate inflation. That occurs when workers obtain
wage increases to compensate them for
higher taxes. It was first evident with respect to indirect taxes, which entered into
market prices and provoked demands for
offsetting wage increases. Sometimes
wages were formally linked with the costof-living index, and the adjustments were
more or less automatic. Recently, demands
for compensation for higher income taxes
have been recorded. Governments have
had only limited success in combating wage
retaliation against taxation. To be sure,
wage demands could be discouraged and
their inflationary effects largely neutralized
by firm monetary policy. But governments
are reluctant to face the strife, disruption,
and unemployment that are likely when
strong and insistent wage demands are
met by unyielding monetary restraint.
It is important to take into account the
time factor when considering tax limits.
The tax level could temporarily exceed the
safe long-term limit because the harmful
effects of a tax on the capital stock and on
readiness to work and productivity occur
only over a period of years. People may
also be willing to accept on a temporary
basis unusually high taxes during a war or
other emergency. On the other hand, economic incentives and voluntary compliance may be less damaged by a slow upward creep of taxation than by a sudden
jump. Time is required to strengthen administrative capacity. These considerations
suggest that the rate of change of taxation,
as well as the level, determines the limit; it
appears that tax limits tend to increase over
time in most countries, though at varying
rates.
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Table 1
OECD countries: tax ratios and composition of tax revenue, 1972-76
(Unweighted arithmetic means, in per cent)

Highest 5

Overall tax ratio1
Middle 13

Lowest 5

Ratio of tax revenue to GDP
All taxes
Income and profits taxes
Social security contributions
Property taxes
Taxes on goods and services
Other taxes

44.46
19.99
9.29
1.60
12.95
0.63

33.57
13.10
7.25
2.31
10.30
0.62

22.15
6.04
6.12
1.56
7.79
0.64

Composition of tax revenue
All taxes
Income and profits taxes
Social security contributions
Property taxes
Taxes on goods and services
Other taxes

100.00
44.93
20.95
3.67
29.06
1.38

100.00
39.60
21.02
7.16
30.48
1.74

100.00
27.57
27.96
7.05
34.45
2.97

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries,
1965-76 (Pans, 1978).
1
Twenty-three countries classified by overall tax ratio. Iceland is not included.

be less regressive on the whole in these
countries than in the OECD countries because many of the poorest people in the
less developed countries either are engaged in subsistence agriculture or spend
a large part of their income on food and
other articles that are not taxed.
A partial explanation of the association
of high tax ratios with the use of progressive taxes is that the political attractions of
progressivity have outweighed its economic disadvantages. Especially in democracies, the use of direct taxes and steeply
graduated rates on the affluent few may be
necessary to win acceptance of heavy taxes
on the masses, the top rates may have far
more significance for revenue and the
overall tax ratio than their direct yield indicates.
Although the facts disclosed in Tables 1
and 2 are encouraging to tax reformers,
they do not justify disregarding the dangers of excessive tax progressivity. Exorbitant marginal rates are likely to cause economic distortions and stagnation and to
stimulate tax avoidance and evasion. Some
critics contend that a number of industrial
countries are already experiencing these
ills.

Innovations and administration
Readiness to accept tax innovations, if
not carried to extremes, can help push up
the tax limit. Several important innovations have helped to increase the tax limit
since the end of World War II. Among
these were the development of broad-based
sales taxes, particularly value-added taxes

duties from specific to ad valorem bases.
None of these innovations represented a
wholly new idea or practice; in taxation, as
in industry, there is often a long lag between discoveries and their general use.
The adaptation of the tax system to a
country's administrative capabilities and
to the willingness of taxpayers to comply
can increase the revenue potential by minimizing tax evasion and the harm done by
unequal application of taxes. The recognition of these constraints may inhibit innovation and may appear also to conflict with
some of the objectives of tax reform. It is
highly important, nevertheless, to scrutinize critically tax reform proposals that call
for the introduction of measures that may
go beyond the realistically evaluated administrative and compliance capacity. Incomplete and unequal enforcement of sophisticated tax measures can cause them to
lack in practice the advantages that are attributed to them in textbooks and treatises.
In conclusion, the tax limit and factors
affecting it are highly important for poli-

Table 2
Less developed countries: tax ratios and composition of tax revenue, 1972-76
(Unweighted arithmetic means, in per cent)
Overall tax ratio1
Highest 15

Middle 32

Lowest 15

Ratio of tax revenue to GNP
All taxes
Income and profits taxes
Social security contributions2
Property taxes
Taxes on goods and services
Other taxes

25.70
9.62
0.87
0.33
13.72
1.15

15.39

3.76
0.50
0.24
9.90
0.99

8.79
1.95
0.14
0.22
5.76
0.73

Composition of tax revenue3
All taxes
Income and profits taxes
Social security contributions2
Property taxes
Taxes on goods and services
Other taxes

100.00
37.43
3.39
1.28
53.39
4.47

100.00
24.43
3.25
1.56
64.33
6.43

100.00
'22.18
1.59
2.50
65.53
8.30

Source: Alan A. Tail, Wilfrid L. M. Grate, and Barry J. Eichengreen, "International Comparisons of Taxation for Selected
Developing Countries, 1972-76," International Monetary Fund, Staff Pipers, Vol. 26 (March 1979), pp. 155-56.
1
Sixty-two developing countries, classified by overall tax ratios. Turkey, which is classified as a developing country in the
study from which these data are taken, is omitted, as it is included in Table 1.
2
Information on social security contributions may be incomplete; according to the source, they "were included for those
countries for which data were available."
3
Derived from group averages of ratios to GNP.

in Europe and value-added taxes and manufacturers sales taxes in less developed
countries; the reduction of the threshold of
income tax coverage made possible by
withholding tax at the source and by modern data processing systems; the shift of
payment of noriwithheld income and profits taxes to a more current basis (especially
important in inflationary periods); and the
conversion of many excises and customs

cymaking. A country that has exceeded the
safe limit of taxation must cut government
expenditures, unpleasant as that may be.
A country that has not reached its tax limit
has more options. The government can
continue to hold taxation below the limit,
or it can draw on the unused taxable capacity to raise more revenue and thus reduce
a budget deficit or finance larger public expenditures.
BD
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Official borrowing abroad:
E. Walter Robichek

The amount of resources raised by the public authorities of
developing countries on international markets has risen
spectacularly in recent years. The author examines recent data on
such borrowing by countries in Latin America and the Caribbean
region. He emphasizes the need for lenders and borrowers to
determine jointly the scale of these flows over the medium term.

A great deal of attention has been focused
recently on the increase in the current account deficits in the balances of payment of
developing countries. Such deficits need
not be a cause for concern—developing
countries draw upon savings in the rest of
the world to develop their economies and
improve the standard of living of their people. However, these current account deficits rose from US$11 billion in 1973 to above
US$40 billion in 1979. And the increase in
the external borrowing of the developing
countries to finance these current account
deficits has led to a further worsening of
their balance of payments (BOP) situation,
as heavy interest payments add to their annual payments burden.
Flows of external resources to a developing country can be grouped into three
categories: (1) flows into the private sector
without official guarantee; (2) flows into
the private sector with official guarantee;
and (3) flows into the public sector. In the
third category of borrowing, a distinction
can be made between funds from official
and those from private sources abroad. It
is this last type of flow—the borrowing by
the public authorities of developing countries on international markets—that has increased so spectacularly in recent years.
This increase raises the question of how
much borrowing on these markets by the
public authorities of a developing country
can be regarded as sustainable. All borrowing by public authorities of developing
countries on international financial markets provides budget support—even if, say,
it is strictly linked to a high-priority investment project of a state enterprise and not
fashioned as a general purpose loan to the
central government. Funds obtained from
abroad for a particular investment project
in the decentralized public sector will replace funds the central government would
otherwise need to transfer from the bud-

get, if the investment project is not to be Private foreign financial institutions procurtailed or abandoned. And budget sup- vided more than two thirds of the latter
port from external sources, in this broadest flow, which raised their claim on public
sense of the term, is tantamount to general authorities of the region from US$11 billion
BOP assistance. One might well ask to almost US$56 billion over this five-year
whether, if this is the case, such external period.
financing is legitimate at all. The answer
These figures tempt one to speculate
surely must be that it is, but only in appro- whether the current account deficit of Latin
priate circumstances and on an appropriate America and the Caribbean over the past
scale.
five years was sustainable and whether the
Among the developing countries, the dependence of the public authorities of the
most suitable candidates for borrowing on region on international financial markets
international financial markets are the was excessive. On the face of it, there is
middle-income ones. They can afford to certainly no ground for judging a net inborrow on commercial terms, and thereby flow into the region of foreign capital
vacate to the poorer ones access to the bulk equivalent to less than 4J/2 per cent of its
of the funds available on concessionary gross domestic product (GDP) to be unsusterms from public sources abroad. If one tainable—the more so if one considers that
assumes that capital inflows to the private close to 30 per cent of this inflow wound
sector will be maintained, given a stable in- up in official international reserves. Nor
vestment environment, and that a country should one conclude a priori that the source
will also use whatever financing from offi- and destination of a little more than one
cial sources abroad it can muster, then its half of this total net inflow of foreign savcapacity to sustain a current account deficit ings represented an excessive dependence
will essentially be determined by the access of the public authorities of the region on
to international financial markets by its international financial markets. But one
cannot base a judgment on these aggregate
public authorities.
indicators. The magnitude of flows to inInflows to LAC
dividual countries over the past five years
A few figures will indicate the order of varied widely and several external debt
magnitude of the recent flow of foreign problems surfaced in the region during this
savings into Latin America and the Carib- period.
The quantification of the scale on which
bean (LAC).
The net inflow of capital into this region the public authorities of a developing
(excluding Cuba, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent country could and should borrow on interfor which data are not available) over the national financial markets is obviously diffive years following the first steep rise in ficult. The conventional debt service ratio
world oil prices—the period 1974 through for determining country creditworthiness—
1978—was US$85 billion. This net capital which relates debt service payments to exinflow financed a regional current account
(BOP) deficit of US$61 billion and a net ofThis article is based on a paper presented by
ficial international reserve buildup of US$24
the author at a special seminar organized by the
billion; US$20 billion net in foreign savings
Central Bank of Chile in Santiago on January
21-22, 1980.
went to the private sector of the region and
US$65 billion net went to its public sector.
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some reflections

change earnings from the export of goods
and nonfactor services—should be ruled
out as a guide in this regard. Lumping together amortization and interest payments
in the numerator of this ratio militates
against the proposition that the typical developing country has to rely on continuous
inflows of savings from abroad. And the
denominator of the conventional debt
service ratio implies a bias in favor of export promotion and against import substitution, even if the latter is efficient. This
bias ignores the crucial factor that all productive investment in new export or new
import substitution capacity will ultimately
give BOP relief, and to this extent debtservice payments will pose no transfer
problem.
It follows from this reasoning that a debtservice ratio with the interest payments as
numerator and the prospective national income or its prospective growth as denominator would be a more relevant measure
of the true external debt-service cost. But
this formulation should not be expected to
yield a universal standard either. What
might be an appropriate value of this ratio
for one country may not be appropriate for
another; over time it may also change for
the same country. By way of a general rule,
the value of this ratio needs to reflect the
marginal efficiency of a country's capital
stock, regardless of the extent to which its
capital formation is being externally or internally financed. But this is a "golden
rule" that does not provide much by way
of operational guidance.
At the end of 1978, some 92J/2 per cent
of the total exposure of private foreign financial institutions to the public authorities of the region was in seven countries—
in order of magnitude, Mexico, Brazil,
Venezuela, Peru, Argentina, Chile, and
Panama. On the same date, these seven
countries owed some two thirds of their

combined total external public debt to pri- an operational guideline could be derived
vate foreign institutions. Admittedly, this for a sustainable path of public borrowing
group of countries accounted for more than on international financial markets. Five tests
85 per cent of the total regional GDP in the were applied to the countries of the region.
period under review. If the group excluded Two tests are the measure of the exposure
Panama and included Colombia, one could of private foreign financial institutions in
conclude that international financial mar- the public sector of the countries covered—
kets have a bias in favor of the largest the absolute magnitude of this exposure as
economies. But even if warranted, such a of the end of 1978 (Table 1, column 1) and
conclusion would not be of any operational the increase of this exposure over the pevalue either.
riod 1974-78 (Table 1, column 2). These are
believed to be the two variables to which
Five tests
private international bankers give great
An attempt was made to probe whether weight in determining their loan limits for
the experience of Latin America and the particular countries. The benchmark of
Caribbean over the five-year period US$500 million for the end-of-1978 stock of
1974-78 might not yield a clue from which a country's external public debt to private

Table 1
Large official borrowers in the Latin American and Caribbean region from private
foreign financial institutions (PFFIs), 1974-78
(In millions of U.S. dollars)

Country

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Guyana
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Venezuela
Those with no entry
Region

Debt to PFFIs
of US$500 million
or more
December 31, 1978

Growth of
debt to PFFIs of
US$250 million
or more
1974-78

1,983

1,163

704

676

17,900
1,601

15,380
.1,576

500
858

307
299
804

22,286

16,721

With ratio of more
than 2 per cent in the
growth of PFFI debt in
relation to GDP,
1974-78
(In per cent)

4.4
2.1
2.6
2.4
3.0
4.6

260

1,183
2,049
4,570
2,229
55,863

364
986

1,572
3,994
766

44,868

4.3
3.9
9.6
2.5
2.5
0.2
2.3
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group of countries includes the 3 with the
largest current account deficits in relation
to GDP in this period—Paraguay, Guyana,
and Barbados—and those with the fifth,
sixth, seventh, and ninth largest deficits in
relation to GDP—Honduras, Dominica,
Suriname, and Jamaica, respectively.
At the other extreme, 5 countries of the
region—Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama,
and Venezuela—show a relatively large involvement with private foreign financial
institutions on all five tests, and 3 countries—Bolivia, Chile, and Peru—on all but
one. Yet only 2 countries in this group of
8—Panama and Peru—had current account deficits in this period that were distinctly large in relation to their GDP. This
group also includes one country with a
current account surplus—Venezuela—that
put to its official international reserves the
full amount of its net public borrowing on
international financial markets. Three other
countries that ran current account surpluses and borrowed large absolute
amounts on international financial markets
in this period—Argentina, Colombia, and
Trinidad and Tobago—also put to their official reserves all the proceeds from their
net public borrowings of this type.
These findings might well imply that
countries in relatively strong current account positions tended to rely heavily on
international financial markets, while
countries in a seemingly more precarious
position tended to eschew access to these
markets. This pattern, far from being perverse, is quite consistent with a banker's
general approach of looking for customers
who are the most creditworthy—in this
case the middle-income countries. The
poorer countries, in turn, tend to qualify
for more international finance on concessionary terms from public international financial institutions and from other governments, and hence are not that much

Joseph J Diana for F&D

foreign financial institutions is simply what
appeared to be a reasonable round number; the benchmark of US$250 million for
the growth in the stock over the five years
under review was derived from the proposition that any such growth of 100 per
cent or more in the benchmark value for
the stock could be considered significant.
A third test relates the increase in the exposure of private foreign financial institutions in the public sectors of the countries
covered to their respective GDPs over the
period 1974-78 (Table 1, column 3). The
2 per cent ratio used as a benchmark reflects the view that this percentage might
be considered a typical contribution to the
financing of a typical current account deficit in the region.
The last two tests are a measure of the
dependency of the countries covered on
borrowing from private international financial markets—the ratio of this type of
debt of countries in the region to their total
external public debt as of the end of 1978
(Table 2, column 1) and the ratio of the increases in these two variables between 1974
and 1978 (Table 2, column 2). The benchmark of 50 per cent for both "dependency" ratios is, of course, quite arbitrary,
but it was felt that any ratio in excess of
50 per cent would normally have to be considered a high degree of dependency on
private international financial markets.
Table 3 singles out countries with current account deficits from 1974 to 1978 of
more than 3V2 per cent in relation to their
GDP over the same period. This is a measure of the dependence of the countries
covered on foreign capital inflows in general and was considered to be a kind of
scale variable for judging how the five preceding tests performed in relation to what
at first might be considered logical a priori
assumptions.
Of the 27 independent countries of the
region (excluding Cuba, St. Lucia, and St.
Vincent), 10—Barbados, Dominica, the
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Paraguay, and Uruguay—show a relatively
small involvement with private foreign financial institutions on all five tests, and 4
countries—the Bahamas, Guyana, Jamaica, and Suriname—on all but one of
these tests. In this group of 14 are 3 countries—Dominica, Grenada, and Haiti—with
zero net public borrowing on international
financial markets in this period and 2—the
Bahamas and Barbados—with net repayments of this type of external public debt.
Yet, all but one of these 14 countries—the
Bahamas—had current account deficits in
the period under review, and 9 of them
had deficits that were equivalent to 5 per
cent of their GDP or more. In fact, this

Table 2
Latin American and Caribbean countries
heavily dependent on PFFIs, 1974-78

Country

50 per cent or
more of total
external public
debt owed to
PFFIs
December 31,
1978

Growth of 50 per
cent or more of
PFFI debt in
relation to the
growth of total
external public
debt in 1974-78

(In per cent)

Bahamas
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Ecuador
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Suriname
Trinidad and
Tobago
Venezuela
Those with no
entry
Region

88.5
65.0
58.8
84.9

62.1

64.7
74.2
107.5
74.6
84.9
51.8
68.1
52.4

66.7
67.6
62.9

82.3
66.0

30.2
59.5

25.5
68.8

' Surname's external public debt contracted in 1974-78
while its official debt to PFFIs increased.

interested in borrowing on international financial markets.
Another approach

Given the great diversity of developing
countries, it is not possible to draw a line
of demarcation between sustainable and
unsustainable external public debt management by the use of a formula that could
be applied to all of them. One is, therefore,
forced to look for an approach that is not
based on any predetermined yardstick. One
method could involve a two-stage approach: (1) a macroeconomic exercise to establish targets for the scale of net external
borrowing by the public sector of a country, particularly the scale of its net borrowing on international financial markets, to
E. Walter Robichek
be followed by (2) a process of consultation
with the international financial community
to establish whether or not these targets
are likely to be met.
The staff of the International Monetary
a U.S. citizen, is Director
Fund has been experimenting, in the conof the Western Hemisphere text of a few recent extended Fund facility
Department of the Fund.
programs, with a conceptually simple
He is a graduate of
technique of quantifying current account
Harvard University and
positions that could be judged to be sushas a Master of Public
tainable in the medium term. Such exerAdministration degree in Economics and
cises essentially involve setting mediumGovernment from the School of Public
term targets for economic growth and esAdministration of Harvard University (U.S.A.).
timating the investment needed to attain
Prior to joining the Fund in 1947, he served briefly
these growth targets. Domestic savings,
with the U.S. Treasury Department.
capital inflows from abroad in the form of
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equity investment, acquisitions of financial
assets, and access to external public sources
of finance are projected. The balance of the
needed foreign savings would then, by
definition, need to be raised on international financial markets.
To make these calculations operational,
it would need to be ascertained whether or
not the private international banking community is prepared to lend to the public
sector of the country concerned on the
scale and for the time period envisaged. If
the response is positive, then the current
account deficit anticipated by the debtor
country can be judged to be sustainable in
the medium term. If foreign bankers are
not prepared to lend to the public authorities of a developing country on the scale
envisaged without time limit, then either
the domestic savings target will need to be
raised or the domestic investment target
lowered to compensate for the difference
between the amount of public borrowing
on international financial markets originally contemplated and the amount that
foreign bankers are prepared to lend. If the
domestic investment target is lowered, then
it would in all probability be necessary to

Table 3
Latin American and Caribbean countries
heavily dependent on foreign capital
inflows

Country

Argentina
Bahamas
Barbados
Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominica
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Grenada
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Suriname
Trinidad and Tobago
Venezuela
Those with no entry
Region

Ratio of current
account deficit to
GDP, 1974-78
(In per cent)

10.7
4.6
4.5
1

10.6
9.5
6.1
3.9
5.0
12.7
3.7
9.7
6.8
3.8
6.9
9.4
15.2
7.5
8.4
2.3
5.0

1
Countries with a current account surplus in 1974-78;
these are excluded from the regional ratio:

lower the projected economic growth rate
as well.
Whatever the scale on which foreign
bankers indicate they are prepared to lend
to the public authorities of the developing
country, their signal would need to be interpreted as a declaration of their intention
to keep on raising their lending limit for
the country in question on a continuing
basis for an indefinite period. Only in this
manner can a country's current account
deficit be sustained and debt servicing
problems avoided with certainty. (It is not
at all certain, of course, that present syndication techniques among private banks
will permit them to give a collective commitment to a steady expansion in country
exposure—a key element in the strategy
advocated.) The worst of all courses that
the private international financial community could follow vis-a-vis a developing
country is one of alternating periods of excessive lending and of stoppage of new
lending. It has been discontinuities of this
character that have been an ingredient of
most of the external debt crises of the recent past.
If the private international financial community is prepared to provide steadily new
funds to a developing country, then the
authorities of the debtor country will need
to see to it that its creditworthiness is preserved by the pursuit of policies that promise to generate the requisite domestic savings, attract the projected spontaneous
inflows of private foreign capital, and ensure the productivity of the investments financed by foreign as well as by domestic
savings.
Countries with stand-by or extended arrangements with the Fund should not have
any serious difficulty in convincing the private international financial community that
their medium-term economic programs are
in fact equilibrium programs and that they
will be observed. But not all the developing
countries which are relying prominently
on access to international financial markets
wish to enter into a financial arrangement
with the International Monetary Fund.
What assurances can such countries offer
that their medium-term economic programs are technically sound and that they
have every intention of observing them?
The technology involved in framing macroeconomic programs of the type needed
for stand-by or extended arrangements with
the Fund, fortunately, is not a Fund monopoly. Many developing countries have
their own capability for macroeconomic
programming and could use it.
The monitoring of performance under a
program seems to raise more difficult
problems when the debtor country does
not have a stand-by or extended arrange-

ment with the Fund. The technology involved in monitoring a program probably
is not as widely diffused as the technology
involved in framing a program, and monitoring is costly in terms of manpower and
money. Moreover, monitoring by the
debtor country's authorities themselves
will not have the same credibility as monitoring by a more disinterested party. And
if the private foreign banking community
were to assume the task of monitoring a
program which it has supported with a
lending commitment, it would probably
have to content itself with only a partial
system, perhaps involving little more than
verification of observance of the limits set
on the global external public debt of the
borrowing country. What would remain
uncovered by such a limited monitoring
system are the critical areas of management of aggregate demand and the exchange rate. Of course, the latter is a
standing responsibility of the Fund—and
even more explicitly so now under its
amended Articles of Agreement than before—regardless of whether a country has
a financial arrangement with it.
A question worth addressing is the extent to which the Fund is in a position to
support financially a country's mediumterm economic program. The combined
current account deficits in 1974-78 of those
22 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean (excluding Cuba, St. Lucia, and St.
Vincent) with such a deficit (that is, excluding those with a current account surplus) totaled close to US$66 billion; and the
combined deficit of the 7 countries in this
group with a public debt to private foreign
financial institutions of US$500 million or
more at the end of 1978 exceeded US$57
billion. If these deficits are taken to be indicative of the future, averaged per annum, and related to the new Fund quotas
which are expected to become effective in
1980, then access to the Fund's resources
under three-year extended arrangements
could finance approximately ISVz per cent
of the current account deficits for the 22
Latin American and Caribbean countries,
and approximately 13 Vz per cent for the 7
countries with the largest public debt to
private foreign financial institutions, providing a cushion for financial shortfalls due
to errors in programming or unforeseen
contingencies. It is to be stressed that the
scale of the Fund's financial operations assumed in these calculations would represent a quantum jump over its historical experience and would in all likelihood strain
its liquidity. But then the assumption that
the Fund will simultaneously have extended arrangements with all countries in
either of these two groupings is distinctly
unrealistic.
pQ
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Sectoral priorities for meeting
Although many developing countries have made some headway in
meeting the basic needs of their populations, the situation—
particularly of the poor—remains disquieting. The author outlines
the results of World Bank studies on the priorities for action in
various sectors, such as education, health, nutrition, water supply,
sanitation, and shelter. He discusses the changes in national policy
that are needed and the constraints on these changes that confront
policymakers in the developing world.
Shahid Javed Burki
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The "basic needs approach" to development reflects the necessity to ensure the
access of the poor to a bundle of essential
goods and services. While some of the
components of this bundle may vary from
country to country, there is a common core
that includes education, basic health, nutrition, water and sanitation, and shelter.
Developing countries have made some
progress in meeting these needs over the
last two decades. There has been, on average, a slight improvement in the availability of food per capita; the total number
"of children enrolled in schools increased

from 142 million in 1960 to 315 million in
1975; and there has been some expansion
in the supply of water and sewerage services and in the amount of housing available
to the poor. These improvements have had
an impact. They have contributed to a 15
per cent increase in average life expectancy
at birth in developing countries, from 47
years in 1960 to 54 years in 1977.
In spite of these improvements, living
conditions in the developing world remain
disquieting, as illustrated by a number of
indices (see the table). For instance, there
still remains a large gap in life expectancy
at birth between the developed and developing countries: the average is 74 years in
the developed, and only 54 years in the
less developed, areas. The infant mortality
rate in these countries is estimated at 100
per thousand of all live births, compared
with 25 in the industrial nations. The figures for female life expectancy at birth show
a significantly wider gap between the two
groups of countries than those for males.
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basic needs
There are about 850 million people in developing nations who have little or no access to school. Of these illiterates, 250 million are children and 400 million are adult
women. Only one fifth of the developing
countries' population has access to adequate water supply—as a result, it is estimated that the women spend one tenth of
their time in collecting water for consumption within households. Nearly two fifths
of the population in these countries remains without adequate shelter.
Telling as these indices are, they should
not be interpreted to mean that international action programs are needed in all
these areas. While a global approach may
appear attractive, in that it offers a welldefined set of targets for planning purposes, such an effort may make very little
sense in operational terms. Plans to provide people with basic needs have to be
evolved individually for each country.
As a result, the real burden of decisionmaking falls on the countries themselves.
The main purpose of the World Bank's recently concluded work program on how to
meet peoples' basic needs was to assist interested countries in planning to provide
for the unmet basic needs of their citizens.
The program included a number of conceptual, sector, and country case studies.
This article summarizes some of the main
conclusions of the work on education,
health, nutrition, water supply, sanitation,
and shelter.
There are a number of different ways to
restructure activities in the relevant sectors
of a national economy in an effort to satisfy
the unmet needs of large segments of the
population. Whether these steps should
actually be taken depends on the prevailing political, social, and economic circumstances in each case, some of which are
discussed later.
Interventions in education
In education, efforts need to be concentrated in three areas: (1) expanding basic
education opportunities, especially for
women; (2) improving the quality of education and making it more relevant to local
needs; and (3) improving the out-of-school
environment of the poor.

poor children of preschool age and would
also help to reduce the burden of child care
on women.
While such policies would require substantial resources to implement, the effects
on the educational budget could include a
reduction of total costs. The efficiency of
most school systems can be improved in
several ways: by reducing wastage (brought
about by students repeating or dropping
out of classes, or by classes that are too

The priority for the majority of developing countries is to expand basic education
opportunities for the poor. This can be
achieved in part by providing additional
services for the poorest segments of society—in particular by expanding opportunities for primary school age children and
for poorly educated or uneducated adults,
especially women. The education of women
is important not only to enable them to develop their own potential but also—

Basic needs indicators
Life expectancy at birth
(In years)
Country groups'

Low income (up to $300 per
capita)
Middle income (over $300 per
capita)
All developing
Industrialized

Adult literacy rates
(In per cent)

1960

1970

1977

1960

1970

1975

42

47

50

28

35

39

53

57
57
72

60

54
74

56
39
98

65
46
99

51
99

47
69

71

Source: World Bank, World Development Report, 1979.
1
Classification in the 1979 World Development Report of per capita income groups, according to GNP per capita in
1977. The developing countries exclude those with population below one million as weil as the capital surplus oil exporters.

because their function in most societies is
to bring up children—to improve their attitudes toward education in general, and
their children's education in particular.
The relevance and efficiency of the education process can readily be improved in
most developing countries at all educational levels. At the secondary and higher
levels, the most immediate need is to make
education more relevant to the world of
work. For primary and adult education,
greater emphasis also needs to be placed
on ensuring that students obtain the skills
that are relevant to local social and physical
conditions. For most developing countries,
these changes imply major revisions in the
content and style of teaching, with accompanying changes in teacher training programs. They also require substantial
changes in the ways in which education
and work places are integrated.
In some countries, special attention may
need to be given to community preschool
programs. Such programs would help to
reduce the differences between rich and

big); by instituting programs to make full
use of existing capacity—that is, by using
schools or teachers for double shifts or
summer sessions; and, where teachers are
in short supply, by using substitute teachers (such as students, workers, or retired
persons).
Health; water; shelter
The health of the great majority of the
people in developing countries has remained relatively poor despite high levels
of expenditure in this sector. This is not
due to a lack of technical solutions to the
problems of health care in developing
countries, but to the way in which resources are spent on health services. In addition, many health problems are also affected by a wide range of causes not directly
related to health, such as poor nutrition or
sanitation. Curative health care has been
emphasized at the expense of preventive,
and urban health care at the expense of rural. Many millions of poor people in rural
areas have no access to health care faciliFinance & Development I March 1980
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of supplying piped water to houses, standpipes could be installed in the urban areas,
and standpipes or improved village wells
and springs in the rural areas. There is a
very wide variety of technologies available
for sanitation and water disposal, ranging
from a conventional flush system to a simple vault or borehole, all of which are satisfactory from a health point of view. Major
improvements in standards are often attainable along these lines without significant additional financial commitments.
Most developing countries need to expand housing in urban and rural areas. But
the problem of urban shelter is more acute.
The number of very poor households in
the urban areas is expected to double between 1980 and 2000. Basic shelter for all
but the poorest 20 per cent can be provided
mainly through private schemes. Government support is required primarily to facilitate the transfer of land and to provide
such services as water and sanitation.
Linkages and priorities

'orld Bank. United Nations and UNICEF photos

ties. What is required is a commitment to
a community-based health care system: a
redirection of a significant amount of resources away from urban curative health
services toward primary health care for the
underserved (mainly rural) populations.
Such an approach needs special care in the
selection and training of health workers, in
the supervision and support of village
health workers, and in the administration
and management of buildings, vehicles,
and drugs. To be effective, the approach
requires community participation in decision-making, finance, and organization of
the local system. Women (particularly when
pregnant and lactating) and children under
five are especially vulnerable groups requiring special attention.
As discussed in the article in this issue
by Alan Berg, the primary nutrition problem faced by the world today is not one of
the global supply of food—today's world
20

output of grain alone could serve everyone
daily with 3,000 calories, which is well over
any definition of a minimum level of consumption; nor is it mainly a problem of balance between proteins and calories—most
studies have shown that where calorie intake is adequate, even among the poor,
protein needs are also satisfied. The nutrition problem is one of distribution between
countries, regions, and income groups and
within households. In general, it is the
very poor—who spend the largest proportion of their income on food—who suffer
most from malnutrition. Meeting nutritional needs will require a substantial increase in food production and an increase
in the incomes of the poor. Berg's article
suggests several strategies for achieving
these objectives.
The costs of water supply and sanitation
services could be considerably reduced by
aiming for more modest standards. Instead

The activities of the various sectors involved in meeting basic needs are closely
interrelated. In most cases, the efficacy of
the activities of one sector depends largely
on the activities of other sectors. For instance, the impact on health of investment
in sanitation facilities depends on education in personal hygiene. The effectiveness
of expenditure on health, too, is critically
linked to improvements in the availability
of other goods and services needed to meet
basic needs. Curative medical services are
likely to be ineffective if people are chronically malnourished, drink germ-infested
water, have no sanitation facilities, and follow poor health practices in their personal
lives. The provision of additional food to
the malnourished may not help them
either, if they do not change their nutrition
practices.
In extreme cases, action in one sector
without corresponding action in others can
even be counterproductive; if a water supply system is installed without drainage,
germs and insects that spread diseases are
attracted. More often it is expensive to pursue a program in one sector without synchronizing it with other sectors. For instance, in terms of the proportion of gross
domestic product (GDP) committed, Sri
Lanka and Mali have placed the same
amount of emphasis on health and education, but Sri Lanka has had better results,
partly because its programs recognized linkages and complementarities between different sectors.
The manifold linkages between sectors
raise an important question: must all basic
needs be met simultaneously or can a
country establish a set of sectoral priori-
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ties? This question is important; efforts to GDP is spent on health care, that is, about
improve all sectors at once would impose US$75 billion annually in the developing
impossible administrative and financial countries as a group.
But aggregate social sector resource excosts on many developing countries. The
answer lies in identifying key sectors that penditure is not necessarily associated with
directly affect the quality of life of the poor. providing for the basic needs of the very
A cross-country statistical analysis by poor. For instance, Egypt's present eduBank staff suggests a strong relationship cation budget amounts to 10 per cent of
between education—measured by literacy GDP, yet only 44 per cent of the popularates—and life expectancy at birth. The tion is literate, and primary school enrollstatistical relationship is even stronger if ment is estimated at 72 per cent (whereas
life expectancy is treated as a variable de- the average enrollment for all developing
pendent on female literacy. This type of countries of the income group to which
statistical analysis does not, of course, im- Egypt belongs is 92 per cent). Mali is
ply that better education "causes" longer spending up to 5 per cent of its GDP on
life, or that the expectation of longer life health services—a proportion much larger
"causes" people to invest more time on than the average for countries at its level of
education. However, some further statisti- income—but the health of its people is well
cal tests as well as common sense indicate below the "normal" for this group of
that education tends to lead to better health, counties. Sri Lanka's success in meeting
which, in turn, leads to higher life expect- the needs of its population is not due primarily to high levels of public expenditure
ancy.
Nutrition and health care are also sin- on social sectors. Its expenditure on social
gled out as important in this cross-country programs, including the rice subsidies, avanalysis, but their relationship to life ex- eraged only 11 per cent of GDP during the
pectancy is not as close as that of educa- 1960s.
Basic needs have generally remained untion. However, evidence available from
country studies suggests that improve- met not because public expenditure on
ments in education, nutrition, and health them is insufficient but because it has been
considerably reduce the need to make large misdirected and because it does not benefit
investments in shelter, water supply, and all population groups. In Brazil, for insanitation. For instance, the experience of stance, the proportion of expenditure on
Sri Lanka indicates that if people are edu- public health devoted to preventive medicated, to some extent this can reduce the cine declined from 87.1 per cent in 1949 to
necessity for improvements in the quality 29.7 per cent in 1975. In Pakistan, 40 per
of water, since people can be taught to boil cent of the education budget goes for unilow-quality water and to use clean utensils versity training, while only 3 per cent of
for storing it. Education in nutrition and in the total student body attends university
hygiene and sanitation can similarly sub- classes. Not only are the resources in social
stitute for some basic health services.
sectors often spent on activities that contribute little to meeting basic needs, but
Reallocating resources
also the disadvantaged and especially vulDeveloping countries have already com- nerable groups have little access to them.
mitted a high level of their total resources In Colombia, the health subsidies for urban
to education and health and have ambi- populations are five times as large as those
tious plans for the extension of water and going to people in the rural areas.
It is clear, therefore, that the emphasis
sanitation services. In many developing
countries, educational expenditures per on social expenditure in the developing
capita have doubled over the past 25 years, world has not always meant an emphasis
growing twice or even three times as fast on the provision of basic needs. In the high
as GDP. Education at present typically ac- priority sectors of education, nutrition, and
counts for nearly 5 per cent of GDP in developing countries and for between 18 and
25 per cent of the public budget. Similarly,
Shahid Javed Burki
health care services receive high priority in
all developing countries, most of which
have publicly-financed health care systems
and programs of investment in sanitation,
a Pakistani, joined the
water supply, and health education. FragBank staff in 1974 and is
mentary evidence suggests that public sec- at present Chief, Policy
tor expenditure on health services amounts Planning Division in the
to 3-4 per cent of GDP. Additional sums Policy Planning and
are spent on such health-related activities Program Review
as family planning, water supply, and san- Department of the Bank.
itation. In total, as much as 5-8 per cent of

health, major emphasis should be placed
on the redirection of efforts within sectors.
It is vital to reallocate some resources from
higher to lower levels of education; from
curative to preventive medicine; from urban to rural health care; and from urban
and/or large-scale water supply and sanitation projects to village and community
water and sanitation schemes. It is also imperative to make special efforts to reallocate these resources so that they reach the
poorer segments of the population. It is
particularly necessary to make it possible
for women to educate themselves and to
shield children from disease and hunger.
The household sector
The activities of the household sector are
particularly relevant. In developing countries, this sector produces a substantial
amount of "nonmonetized" goods and
services for its own use. While it may account for as much as 40 per cent of "full"
(that is, accounted as well as unaccounted)
income in these countries, its share is even
higher in producing the goods and services
that are important for meeting basic needs.
However, studies of individual countries
point to the problems faced by the household sector in meeting the basic needs of
the more disadvantaged groups in the society, namely women and children below
the age of five years. In many countries,
households discriminate against these
groups: women and children receive relatively low priority in the distribution of
food, even though women may be required to perform physically taxing tasks.
Some studies show that if the time spent
by women in household activities is added
to the time spent as farmhands, their
workday is about 20 per cent longer than
that of men.
Removing discrimination against women
and children will, of course, help to meet
their basic needs by providing them with
additional goods and services. In addition,
women can play a critical role in the production and use of goods that are important for meeting these needs. They perform a vital function in the adoption of
practices conducive to good nutrition,
health, and hygiene, for example. Further,
if properly educated, women can make
more systematic and enlightened use of
their family income in purchasing goods
and services that contribute to meeting basic
needs. Our studies show that men in the
developing countries are less prone to
spend on goods that meet the basic needs
of the household.
This finding highlights the need to gear
policies and programs toward the participation of women in the economic life of the
household. In addition, efforts should be
Finance & Development I March 1980
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made to increase the opportunities for
women to increase incomes and participate
in administrative and decision-making
processes. Although these efforts would
challenge traditional male supremacy in
these areas, and therefore may be difficult
to implement, it is important to bring
women into the development process and
especially into programs aimed at meeting
the basic needs of the general population.
Financing problems

cost preventive care. Such a transfer becomes even more difficult when it is linked
with the further stipulation that the users
of nonbasic services need to pay a price
even higher than that justified on social
grounds.
Some countries have been able to overcome such political obstacles to meeting
basic needs simply by increasing the resources committed to social sectors, and
especially to the sectors that affect basic
needs. For instance, it is for political reasons that many countries—Egypt, Pakistan, and even Sri Lanka—found general
food subsidy programs, rather than specific subsidies, a practical way of reaching
the poor. Programs such as these may not
have been politically feasible unless groups
other than the poor had been allowed to
benefit. But such solutions can be very expensive. According to one estimate, Egypt
would need to spend the equivalent of
three times its gross domestic investment
to meet the basic needs of all its citizens,
while providing them simply to the poorest and most neglected and recognizing the
linkages between them would cost less than
one fourth as much.
But political problems should not be allowed to constrain totally the effort needed
to meet basic needs. Social and economic
groups that see in these programs a high
economic cost for themselves should be
persuaded that procrastination may involve even higher penalties. The burden
imposed by the alleviation of poverty may
not only be financial; if poverty is allowed
to persist in a couritry, this can bring very
heavy economic, social, and political costs.

involvement of, and response by, the public that they intend to reach. When the intended beneficiaries are poor and geographically dispersed, additional efforts are
required to achieve program success. Two
principal administrative structures can be
built for this purpose: official bureaucratic
systems that provide basic goods and services, and organized groups of the intended
beneficiaries themselves. The Sri Lanka
food subsidy program is an example of the
former approach, and the various village
development programs in Korea illustrate
the latter approach.

In addition to the reallocation of resources, increased emphasis on the provision of basic needs raises a number of
Administrative problems become more
questions on how to finance them. In the
severe when a deliberate effort is made to
projects and programs aimed at meeting
supply basic goods and services quickly.
basic needs, recurrent costs are quite heavy
These
problems arise in part because the
in relation to capital costs. Allowance must,
production
structure of the economy is not,
therefore, be made for continuing financial
over
the
short
run, appropriate to the new
. support rather than for a qnce-and-for-all
consumption structure. Consequently,
commitment for capital costs. The obvious
prices of basic goods are likely ,to rise,
solution to the problem of recurrent costs
shortages may emerge, and some of the
is to levy charges on the beneficiaries to
programs
may be rendered ineffective. It
cover these costs. This, however, may be
may
be
necessary
to make special arrangeboth difficult to administer and undesiraments
to
overcome
these transitional probble, because the wider social benefits of
lems. Some nutritional programs are good
these projects very often far exceed the priexamples of some of these transitional acvate benefits to the individual consumer.
tivities.
This is clearly true, for example, of vacciThe Bank's work on meeting the basic
nation programs or programs of health edneeds of the poor offers some guidelines to
ucation where the main beneficiary is the
a country concerned with improving the
community at large rather than the particaccess of more of its people to essential
ular individual involved in the program. In
goods and services. Many countries alother cases, it may be difficult to charge for
ready spend a relatively large proportion of
the services because they are provided
their GDP on the sectors involved in meetcommunally. Since a major objective of the
ing basic needs. However, very often the
programs to meet basic needs is to provide
funds go to activities that are inappropriate
universal access (especially for the very
for the poor and disadvantaged, or that do
poor), any system of charges is likely to exnot reach them at all. Resources need to be
clude the very people for whom the pro- Administrative management
grams are most essential. Yet, despite these
Even if political constraints on providing reallocated within sectors, so that educaproblems, unless some system of generat- for basic needs can be overcome—and they tion, health services, water, sanitation, and
ing finance on a continuous basis is an in- have been overcome in a variety of political shelter can become available to more lowtrinsic part of programs to meet basic needs, circumstances—serious administrative income people in a form that is directly relevant to developing their potential.
they are liable to be limited in coverage and problems may still remain.
in duration as the national government beSuccessful programs for meeting basic
However, the ultimate criterion of succomes overburdened with fiscal liability.
needs require different administrative ap- cess of a program aimed at meeting basic I
proaches from those involved in the more needs is the individual country's political
Political commitment
traditional capital- and technology-inten- commitment to the program and the comChanges are needed at the policy level to sive development work. Such programs mitment that the efforts will be supported
meet the basic needs of large numbers of depend for their success on the substantial on a continuing basis.
ED
people—including the reallocation of resources within sectors, concentrating them
to benefit special groups, and committing
government finance for maintaining social
development programs. This calls for a poFlnance&
litical will that cannot be readily mustered
The contents of 0df8IQ|MNiSilt may be
by all societies. There are a number of inquoted or reproduced without further permission.
stances of powerful constituencies blockDue acknowledgment is requested.
ing the transfer of public financial and administrative resources from secondary and
The Editor would appreciate receiving 2 copies
university education to primary education,
of publications containing reprints or quotations.
from urban to rural health, from high-cost
curative health facilities to relatively low22
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A

strategy
to
reduce
malnutrition
Nutrition is a basic human need, one that continues, and will
continue, to remain unfilled for vast numbers of people in the
developing world. This article discusses the need for
nutrition-oriented food policies—a promising vehicle for a
major attack on the problem.
Alan Berg Accepting nutrition as a basic human need
has major implications for the way in which
the problem of malnutrition is perceived
and addressed. Such an approach emphasizes the importance of adequate nutrition,
both as an objective and as a means of economic development. Moreover, it calls attention to the nutritional needs of people
of all ages and both sexes—in contrast to
the tendency of most national nutrition
planning to focus almost exclusively on the
needs of children and pregnant and lactating women. This article addresses these
implications in the light of recent nutritionrelated research and experience.
Among all human needs, the need for
food is perhaps the most basic. Adequate

This article is based upon a longer paper, produced by the author for the World Bank.
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Strategy needed
The common official response to the
problem of food and nutrition has been to
grow more food. More recent analysis, taking account of low demand or purchasing
power among the poor and malnourished,
has also emphasized the need to increase
their incomes. The relative importance of
food production and income, and the effect
that improvement in either would have on
the level of nutrition in a country, have
been projected by Bank staff from data
available on Bangladesh, Brazil, India, Morocco, and Pakistan. With the most opti24

mistic (and perhaps least likely) set of assumptions—high income growth and stable
food prices—the projections of the magnitude of malnutrition in the five countries
studied show a sharp reduction by 1995 in
both the proportion of the population that
is undernourished and in the magnitude of
its deprivation. But even then, the absolute
number of the undernourished remains
over 150 million in these five countries.
With high income growth and, as is more
likely, slightly increased food prices, the
number of malnourished would fall by only
about 1 per cent per annum from current
levels. And with more pessimistic (and,
unfortunately, not implausible) assumptions, the number of malnourished would
increase significantly. Projections based on
the actual recent experience of these countries show that only Pakistan could expect
to have calorie adequacy within the next 30
years.
One key conclusion of this analysis is
that increases in income and in food production are likely to fall far short of what is
required to meet basic needs in nutrition.
A specific strategy to improve nutrition is
thus required to complement what a policy
focused only on growth would be too slow
to accomplish.
Policy considerations
Emphasis here is on the relatively neglected, deliberate use of public policy to
influence the character of production, processing, and distribution of food within a
country to increase the amount consumed
by the poor. This can occur in two ways.
First, by changing the strategy of agricultural production to put more emphasis on
the nutritional needs of the poor; and secAlan Berg

Juan Rossel for F&D

nutrition is central to survival and is a critical factor in an individual's growth and
capacity to function in society. Even in
normal, nonfamine conditions, inadequate
food consumption significantly affects the
death rate. If adults fail to meet their food
requirements, they lose weight. This can
lead to diminished ability to cope with infection and other environmental stresses,
to work, to enjoy the normal satisfactions
of life, and to raise and educate healthy
children. Maternal malnutrition during
pregnancy results in low birth weight of
infants (the most important cause of infant
mortality), and malnutrition during lactation affects directly and indirectly the infant's health, as well as the mother's.
Undernourished children are less active
than they should be. When a child's intake
of food falls below 70 per cent of standard
allowances, growth slows; if low levels of
feeding persist, adult stature is reduced.
Whether small size per se is disadvantageous is arguable. However, severe malnutrition associated with decreased growth
also results in decreased brain size and cell
numbers and altered brain chemistry. Even
when malnutrition is not severe, decreased
growth is associated with low scores on
tests of cognitive and sensory ability. Small
stature caused by early malnutrition has
been directly related to poorer productivity. Recent studies of work performance of
sugarcane cutters concluded that taller
workers were more productive at all ages
than shorter workers. Work output in industry has also been linked to body size.
Improved nutrition, and the survival and
well-being it implies, is a sufficient justification for a country to invest in better nutrition for its population. In addition, reducing or preventing malnutrition and its
deleterious effect on work capacity and
cognitive ability adds to human capital
and potentially increases output. Programs
that improve the nutritional status of the
poor also help to achieve other social goals,
including the distribution of income, and,
through their impact on nutrition-related
mortality, help reduce desired family size.

a U.S. citizen, joined the
Bank staff in 1972 and is
now Senior Nutrition
Adviser. Before joining the
Bank, he was a Senior
Fellow at The Brookings
Institution, Visiting Professor of Nutrition at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.), and
worked from 1966 to 1970 on nutrition problems in
India. His publications include The Nutrition
Factor: Its Role in National Development
(Brookings, 1973), Nutrition, National
Development, and Planning (M./.T. Press, 1973,
as senior editor), and was responsible for the
nutrition section in The World Food and
Nutrition Study (National Academy of Sciences,
1977).

ond, by adjusting consumer prices in ways
to assure that the poor have access to what
they need.
Every government now influences, in a
variety of ways, the quantities and kinds of
foods being produced, traded, and consumed. Yet the nutritional effects of agricultural and food policies generally are inadequately planned or anticipated. Few
countries have systematically collected—or
used in their planning—data on the nutritional consequences of changes in incomes
and in food prices. Fortunately, several
countries (for instance, Brazil, India, Indonesia, and the Philippines) have begun
disaggregating food consumption data by
income group. These data, along with recent analyses and project experience, suggest several key considerations for the design of food policies aimed at improving
nutrition.
First, families with very low incomes
spend most of their incomes on food, but
still often do not consume enough for nutritional adequacy. In many countries, more
than 40 per cent of the population have
calorie-deficient diets, and upward of 15
per cent have gross deficiencies. Second,
the foods they buy differ markedly from
those bought by the rest of the population.
In Indonesia, for instance, the lowest three
income deciles obtain about 40 per cent of
their calories from cassava and corn; by
contrast, the upper three deciles obtain
about 14 per cent of their calories from
these foods. Third, and contrary to common assumptions, poor people tend to have
an adequate balance between protein and
calories in their diets, even when an important share of their calories comes from
low-protein starchy staples. Regrettably,
they are not always so rational when it
comes to the distribution of food to the
very young of their families.
Fourth, while many of the malnourished
are small farmers and their families, the
majority are landless or near-landless agricultural laborers, those in other low-paid
rural nonfarm or urban jobs, or the unemployed. They thus benefit only indirectly
from programs designed to boost the production of small farmers. Fifth, within any
country, the extent of deficiencies tends to
vary substantially between regions and between rural and urban areas. The variations that occur partly reflect differences in
incomes and tastes. They also reflect differences in prices resulting from differences in transport, production and storage
costs, marketing margins, and government
pricing policies. Often nutritional adequacy of diets also varies a great deal by
season and by year. Seasonal deficiencies
tend to be severe in countries with only
one major harvest, where price rises gen-
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erally coincide with seasonally low earnings for agricultural laborers. Recent studies confirm that the highest incidence of
malnutrition often occurs at this time.
Introducing a concern with nutrition into
food policy calls for a broad review of agricultural production strategies. Most important is the need for more emphasis on
the production of those low-cost foods
consumed primarily by the poor. In Colombia, a 10 per cent increase in the supply
of beef could add three times as many calories to the daily diets of the already adequately nourished group as to the diets of
the calorie-deficient group. In contrast, the

crease incomes of the poor, are the key elements in meeting nutritional needs in the
longer run. In the intervening (and often
lengthy) period, measures are required to
reduce the prices the malnourished pay for
their food. This generally involves the often
contentious issue of food ration and subsidy programs—or food demand programs. Such programs raise budgetary,
balance of payments, and agricultural pricing problems. Rationing programs are also
difficult to administer, and they may build
up political constituencies that make them
difficult to cut back. It is not surprising that
many development analysts have believed

"Nutrition-oriented food production programs,
in conjunction with steps to increase incomes
of the poor, are the key elements in meeting
nutritional needs in the longer run."
benefits of a 10 per cent increase in the production of cassava would be received entirely by the calorie-deficient group. Emphasis on foods favored by the poor should
extend to every aspect of agricultural strategy, including research, extension services, supply of inputs, credit facilities,
and marketing.
Effective programs aimed at improving
the production of small farms will generally improve the diets of small-farm households, whether or not the programs directly increase the production of the food
crops they consume. However, changes in
agricultural cropping patterns or policies
can sometimes have unexpected deleterious effects on nutrition. When a farm shifts
production from subsistence to cash crops,
total income may increase but heads of
households may not provide to their families as much food as before, since it must
now be bought at retail prices. This particularly affects young children and women,
who generally come at the end of the family food line. Intensive nutrition education
or plans to continue some subsistence production may be needed to avoid the dangers inherent in such shifts. Similarly, when
agricultural prices are increased as an incentive to increase production, wages for
unskilled laborers, which are often at bare
subsistence levels, are generally slow to
rise in step, and the transitional effect on
nutrition may be severe. It can be alleviated through wage policies, short-term
subsidies, or other food demand programs.
Food demand programs
Nutrition-oriented food production programs, in conjunction with steps to in-

that ration and subsidy programs are much
more a part of the development problem
than a part of the solution. These programs
are, however, one of the few ways to meet
the basic nutritional needs of very large
groups of people. Experience in several
countries shows that such programs can
effectively reach the poor and substantially
reduce severe malnutrition and malnutrition-related deaths.
The nutritionally most successful (and financially one of the most costly) food demand program has been carried out in Sri
Lanka. A 1970 survey shows that the rice
ration program (which then provided rice
to nearly the whole population) provided
about 20 per cent of total caloric intake and
had a value equivalent to 14 per cent of income for the lowest income group. Only 5
per cent of the (adult-equivalent) population consumed less than 1,900 calories per
day. In 1975, life expectancy was 66 years,
higher than in richer countries such as Brazil, Korea, or Malaysia, and the highest in
relation to income level of all countries for
which data are available. It was 39 per cent
higher than would have been predicted for
Sri Lanka's income level; infant mortality
was 67 per cent lower.
How far is nutrition responsible for Sri
Lanka's long life expectancy and low infant mortality? Sri Lanka also has a tradition of assisting the poor in meeting other
basic needs—its literacy rate is 78 per cent,
health services are good, and the water
supply is better than that of most other
poor countries. Clearly such achievements
in meeting basic needs complement one
another. But the direct relation between
food supply, nutritional adequacy, and the
low death rate in Sri Lanka has also been

confirmed statistically. It was seen most
dramatically in 1974, when ration supplies
were sharply reduced and food prices on
the open market sharply increased because
the cost of imported food grains more than
doubled. In that year the death rate increased significantly. The literacy rate had
not changed, nor had the proximity to
health services or the quality of the water
supply. There was no plausible reason for
the increased deaths other than the shortage of food. Programs to provide the poorest with subsidized food grains in Kerala
(India) and Pakistan also appear to have
had a positive impact on nutritional status.
In most developing and developed
countries, food is, politically, a special
commodity. There is ample evidence that
redistributing incomes is politically difficult. However, many countries that are
unwilling to transfer income to the poor
are willing to transfer large sums to subsidize staple foods.
Target food programs
Food subsidies can be expensive, however. For example, in 1975 their share of
total budgetary expenditure was 21 per
cent in Egypt, 19 per cent in Korea, 12 per
cent in Morocco, and 16 per cent in Sri
Lanka. To keep costs down, subsidies must
be specifically aimed—or "targeted"—at
the nutritionally needy. Otherwise, the
programs are likely to run short of funds
and supplies just when they are needed
most, as Sri Lanka's program did in 1974.
Had the subsidies been directed more at
the poor, as they are now, the increase in
mortality could have been substantially reduced.
Target groups of malnourished can be
identified in a number of ways—by income, by region, by season, by age, and by
the staples in their diet. Income is probably
the best means of indicating where nutritional problems on a large scale are concentrated. However, imposing a means test
to define the target group is difficult, both
politically and administratively. Another
way is by geographic area—a part of Colombia's nutrition program, for instance,
provides foods to specific age groups living
in specified needy geographical regions,
regardless of income level. A promising
but generally unexplored means of targeting is by season. Countries with subsidy
programs during the months when food
prices normally are highest will cover the
periods of severest nutritional vulnerability
and of highest demand for expenditures of
human energy.
Most target programs require rationing
to avoid large-scale misuse. But when poor
households constitute the target group, the
need for rationing, with all the administraFinance & Development I March 1980
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tive work it entails, can be reduced, or
even sometimes eliminated, by a careful
choice of the commodities to be subsidized. The best foods to subsidize are those
with a low cost per calorie or gram of protein and with a positive income elasticity
for the poor and a low or negative income
elasticity for others. Coarse grains like sorghum and millet, processed cassava flour,
and certain food legumes favored by the
poor (for example, macassar beans in Brazil, lentils in central India, black gram in
south India) meet these criteria. They are
generally consumed in lower quantities by
middle-income and upper-income people,
so that a subsidy primarily would benefit
the poor. Such subsidies have rarely been
tried. Most subsidies of staples have, in
fact, been for high-status grains like wheat
and rice (which have been widely available

transfer to the poor, it cannot be assumed
that the funds not spent on food are
wasted. People poor enough to have serious nutritional problems in their families
tend to spend more than half of their incomes on food, and most of the rest is
spent for other basic needs like shelter and •
clothing.
Target programs involving ration shops
or food stamps raise formidable institutional problems. There is bound to be a
good deal of bureaucratic inefficiency, and
the power of rationing officials to grant or
withhold ration cards is an invitation to
widespread corruption. But if administrative costs do not wipe out food savings and
if they appear to be proportionately lower
than those of other nutrition or povertyoriented efforts, such a program will be
better than one that is not targeted at all.

. . malnutrition is not just a poverty problem . .
countries committed to eliminating most overt
malnutrition appear capable of doing so. "
in concessional foreign food aid programs)
with the aim of reaching the urban lowermiddle and middle classes.
The malnourished can also be reached
by subsidizing inferior qualities of a given
staple. For example, a subsidy on lowquality rice (short-grain, with a high percentage of broken grains) will have more
effect on the diets of the poor than a subsidy on higher quality rice. So-called composite flours (such as a mixture of cassava
with wheat and soy flours) could have nutritional benefits as well. Subsidizing a
particular commodity—for instance, processed weaning foods or special fortified
foods for pregnant women—can tend to
limit beneficiaries of the subsidy to vulnerable groups.
Problems
Even food demand programs aimed at
specific target groups will have substantial
leakages to people outside the groups and
through substitution when intended beneficiaries reduce their food expenditures or
sell subsidized food. Such substitution may
cause the program to become, at least
partly, a disguised income transfer. There
is little empirical information on the exent
to which this happens. Only one study has
rigorously compared the effect of a ration
program on caloric intake with what would
have occurred with an equivalent income
transfer; it found the nutritional impact of
the ration program in Kerala to be substantially greater. But even if a program turns
out to be primarily a disguised income
26

The potential disincentive to domestic
agricultural production that ration and
subsidy programs pose is also a widespread concern. Steps governments take to
reduce the balance of payments and fiscal
costs of the programs can lead to a net reduction in the prices farmers receive for
their products and, hence, to a reduction
in their output. The need to provide incentives for domestic agricultural production
is increasingly accepted in developing
countries, although the incentives are frequently inadequate and remain a serious
problem. Food demand programs should
be designed to take adequate account of
disincentive risks.
Priorities
Several high-priority areas for country
nutrition strategies emerge from this analysis. Accelerated growth in the incomes of
the poor and, with very few exceptions, in
food production continue to play fundamental roles in efforts to meet nutritional
needs. While growth in income and in food
production is not a sufficient condition for
meeting basic needs in nutrition, it is a
necessary condition. Without this growth,
the poor will afford less food and government revenues will not increase enough to
finance nutrition and other programs.
Similarly, there must be rapid increases in
food supply to meet increases in population and in per capita incomes. Otherwise,
the relative price of food will go up, at least
partly offsetting any increases in incomes
of the poor. In addition, many of the poor

are dependent on food production, as
farmers or farm laborers, for increases in
their incomes.
New attention is needed on developing
nutrition-oriented agricultural production
policies and programs. And to ensure that
food reaches those in need, increased emphasis is required on food demand programs, including the strong possibility in
some cases of food subsidies aimed at specific target groups. Such programs should
not be dismissed a priori because of past
fiscal and other problems associated with
untargeted programs. (Nor should they be
seen as a panacea for solving nutrition
problems; initial emphasis should be on
experimentation and careful monitoring.)
These newer areas of policy emphasis
complement more commonly used, but
limited, ways of reducing the malnutrition—nutrition education, the fortification
of staples with micronutrients, institutional feeding programs, and the use of
health services to support nutrition programs. Different countries will have different program priorities, depending on the
distribution of malnutrition between rural
and urban areas, the extent to which the
rural malnourished are small farm families,
the particular nutritional problems and their
causes, the likely cost-effectiveness of feasible interventions, institutional and funding capacity, and political constraints.
Children under three with problems of
low birth weights (largely addressed
through the mother) and those in the first
year of life deserve priority attention, because of the effect of early malnutrition on
subsequent life. But nutrition needs also
exist among older children, the aged, and
working adults, who are able to produce
more income and food for their families if
they are better nourished. Even if planners
were concerned only about reaching children, it often would be more cost-effective
to reach them through programs affecting
malnourished households as a whole; in
many countries, a large percentage of malnourished children at vulnerable ages cannot be reached effectively in any other way.
The whole problem of the malnourished
can be viewed as part of a complex tangle
of poverty; clearly, the fundamental causes
of poverty loom large in any analysis of the
problem. But malnutrition is not just a
poverty problem. While virtually all people
suffering from calorie deficiencies are poor,
not all poor people suffer from calorie or
other nutritional deficiencies. Some countries with high per capita incomes have
considerable malnutrition, and certain lowincome countries have little. In short,
countries committed to eliminating most
overt malnutrition appear capable of doing
so.
HD
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Exchanchange rates

inflation

and
We vicious circle

Why do some countries appear to be caught in a vicious circle of
depreciating exchange rates and domestic inflation? This article
presents a discussion based on a theoretical and empirical analysis
of why vicious circles occur and whether some economies are
more prone to them than others. The author briefly reviews which
policies can help a country to avoid or escape from this selfperpetuating syndrome.
Marian Bond
Since the advent of floating exchange rates
in the early 1970s, visible disparities have
emerged in the balance of payments (BOP)
of countries with weak and strong currencies. By 1976, the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan were experiencing large
current account surpluses, low inflation
rates, and appreciating exchange rates.
Italy and the United Kingdom, on the other
hand, had current account deficits, high
inflation rates, and depreciating exchange
rates. The experiences of these countries
have been interpreted in terms of, and
have led to a revival of interest in, the hypothesis that economies become trapped in
either a vicious or a virtuous circle.
The vicious circle hypothesis takes many
forms. The simplest one is that an initial
disturbance which causes a depreciation of
the exchange rate can set in motion an
unstable process: exchange depreciation
rapidly leads to higher domestic prices and

costs, which in turn lead to further depreciation in the exchange rate and the cycle is
recreated. (The virtuous circle is the antithesis of the vicious circle: an initial shock
leads to exchange appreciation which slows
down domestic inflation and in turn leads
to further exchange appreciation.)
Most versions of the vicious circle hypothesis recognize that a country can move
into an endless circle of inflation and exchange depreciation only if monetary policy is expansionary and accommodates
wage and price increases. In the long run,
this kind of policy will hardly increase output but will push prices up as wage and
price adjustment becomes rapid. Many
recognize that the authorities may have little choice but to adopt monetary accommodation because the inevitable high unemployment during a certain phase of
adjustment may become politically unacceptable.

Much of the present interest in vicious
and virtuous circles centers around finding
why they occur, establishing whether certain countries are more vulnerable to them
than others—either because of the structure of their economies or the political
pressures faced by their governments—and
reviewing what a country might do in order to avoid or escape from a vicious circle.
This article, which is based on a wider theoretical and empirical analysis of the vicious circle phenomenon prepared by the
author, examines the adjustment process
within a national economy following an
initial disturbance, in an attempt to throw
light on some of these questions.
The circle begins
A vicious circle normally begins as a
phase of a country's adjustment process
following a shock. This shock may be set
off by domestic monetary policy—such as
an expansion in the money supply made in
an attempt to reduce the unemployment
rate—or it may originate as a sudden increase in foreign prices, such as the oil
price increase of late 1973. The following
discussion will trace a country's theoretical
adjustment to an initial shock through its
various phases.
In the first phase of the adjustment to a
monetary shock, an expansion in the domestic money supply, at a given level of
Finance &• Dn>elopment I March 1980
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rise and domestic output to fall; this trend
may continue until the advances in domestic prices and wages abate. In this phase,
there is high inflation, unemployment,
current account deficits, capital inflows (to
cover the deficits and as a result of a combination of higher domestic interest rates
and currency depreciation), and exchange
depreciation. As the inflation process really
slows down, unemployment should begin
to stop rising, particularly as equilibrium is
approached. Equilibrium will be reached
when domestic inflation has fallen enough
to offset the foreign inflationary impact
and all real variables are at their original
level. In the third phase, the trade account
will begin to improve and domestic output
will increase. In turn, unemployment and
domestic inflation will continue to decrease, and the domestic inflation will soon
fall enough to offset the inflationary impact
of the improved trade balance.
Smooth adjustment
If an economy is to make a smooth and
stable adjustment to exogenous shocks
along the lines we have described, several
preconditions are likely to be necessary.
First, capital has to be highly mobile and
expectations about exchange rate changes
have to be rational (and predictable). That
is, market participants behave as though
they are able to predict the path to equilibrium and act on these expectations. Thus,
an expansionary monetary policy induces
expectations of a fall in the exchange rate
which will eliminate any expansionary effect because of the domestic inflationary
effects. Second, domestic production has
to be able to respond quickly to relative
price changes; in addition, wages and prices
must be able to fall, or at least to rise more
slowly than the inflation rate in response
to excess supply of goods and labor. Third,
there must be a clear understanding that
certain macroeconomic policies can con-

Marian E. Bond

Joseph J. Diana for F&D

prices, will have two effects: to induce a fall
in domestic interest rates and, because the
yield on domestic assets has fallen below
the yield on foreign assets, to set in motion
anticipations of an exchange depreciation.
Because domestic assets will have become
less competitive, an actual (or incipient)
capital outflow will take place, and the exchange rate will be pushed down. This exchange depreciation leads to a rise in the
domestic price of imported goods and a fall
in the foreign price of exported goods.
These price effects will induce an increase
in domestic output for two reasons: consumers go to local substitutes for imported
products, and foreign demand for the domestic product also rises. Because the initial impact is to reduce unemployment and
to strengthen the trade account, developments in this phase can be favorable.
In the second phase, called the stagflation phase because of the presence of inflation and lack of growth in the economy,
the process of wage and price adjustment
begins. The rate of wage inflation accelerates because the increase in the domestic
price of imported goods pushes up the
consumer price level and lowers the domestic real wage. It is to be expected that
some unions will attempt to maintain their
real wages. In addition, these inflationary
expectations will be exacerbated by the accelerating domestic inflation caused by
the increase in aggregate demand for domestic goods, now cheaper than their imported counterparts, and by the tendency
for the costs of imported inputs and domestic wages to rise. Rising domestic prices
and costs reduce the earlier competitive
advantage of the country's exports abroad;
as this margin diminishes, domestic output
will fall. It will also be accompanied by a
deteriorating trade account and exchange
depreciation.
If monetary policies are not relaxed in an
attempt to reverse the decline in output,
conventional classical theory suggests that
the economy should move to a new equilibrium in a third phase. The fall in real domestic income and the rise in unemployment slows down wage and price inflation;
as these forces abate, the trade account
should improve and the exchange rate appreciate.
The initial impact of the adjustment to a
foreign price shock, such as the 1973-74
rise in oil prices, can usually be found in
the goods market. The first phase of adjustment is characterized by increasing unemployment, a deteriorating current account, and a downward tendency in the
exchange rate. In the second phase, rises
in import prices produce increases in domestic prices and wages and, in turn, a
tendency for unemployment to continue to
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tribute to a stable adjustment, and that
other policies will hinder it. In the context
of our assumptions, it would be an inappropriate macropolicy for the authorities to
initiate a continuous monetary expansion
to meet rising costs and wages; such a policy would have little effect on output but a
major impact on prices. Such a policy choice
could also worsen expectations and lead to
unpredictable exchange rate changes. On
the other hand, the authorities could introduce nonmonetary policies designed to increase output, a policy choice likely to lead
to favorable exchange rate effects and to
speed up the adjustment process.
Smooth adjustment has often not taken
place in the real world for five main reasons. First, downward exchange rate
movements have often led to sales of the
currency at a price below the rate justified
by current underlying economic variables.
Domestic price rises resulting from these
excessive exchange rate changes will thus
be higher than they would otherwise be,
adding to the domestic inflation.
Second, in small open economies, an increase in the price of imported goods may
not mean that domestic substitutes will be
cheaper and available to local consumers.
Small open economies have a small share
in world markets, a high proportion of imported goods in domestic output, and a
narrow range of products. The impact of a
depreciating exchange rate may thus be felt
fairly rapidly in higher domestic costs and
prices, which can depress output at home.
If this occurs, there may be more, and
longer periods of, unemployment than are
likely to occur in larger and more diversified economies.
Third, relative price changes in many
countries, even when they occur, are in
fact slow to affect the volume of imports
and exports. This sluggish response of foreign trade flows to changes in relative prices
has been shown in the World Trade Model
of the International Monetary Fund and is
well documented in the current literature.
In the short run, a sluggish response of exports may cause the current account to deteriorate after an exchange depreciation.
Fourth, a failure of real wages to fall can
delay the rate at which the increasing
numbers of unemployed can be profitably
absorbed. This may lead to political pressures for the authorities to implement policies to reduce unemployment.
The choice of inappropriate macropolicies is the fifth main reason why a country
may not adjust its BOP position smoothly
to a long-run equilibrium. Indexation policies, for instance, can speed up the domestic inflationary process. Similarity, an increase in the domestic money supply may
solve unemployment in the short run, but,
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unless the real wage falls, it will not produce an increase in real domestic output in
the long run. Further, an increase in money
supply during the period of rising prices
and falling output will prevent the fall in
real domestic income that is necessary before wage and price inflation can be expected to abate. Injecting more money into
the economy will only lead the country
eventually into another round of domestic

disequilibrating exogenous shock. Exchange rates are simply adjusting more
rapidly than domestic prices in this situation, a sequence which gives the illusion
that the exchange rate changes cause the
domestic price changes.
There is a more sophisticated version of
the hypothesis, however, which stresses
excessive exchange rate movements. In this
view, it is argued that an "overshooting"

table suggests that small countries may experience higher import and foreign export
prices following depreciation (and therefore higher domestic prices) than large
countries that exert some power over their
import or export prices. Column 2 of the
table shows that the Federal Republic of
Germany, Japan, and the United States exert considerable power over the prices of
their imports—a 1 per cent depreciation of

Estimates of parameters to identify countries vulnerable to the vicious circle
(In per cent)
Effect of 1 per cent change in
Traded goods sector
relative to GNP
(1972)

47
24
17
21
22
10

Belgium-Luxembourg
Canada
France
Germany, Fed. Rep. of
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

44
35
23
7

Exchange rate on import
prices over two quarters

0.90
0.90
n.a.
0.60
1.00
0.80
n.a.

1.00
n.a.
0.50

Local currency import
prices on consumer prices
within one year

n.a.
0.24
0.36
0.08
0.36

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.24
0.16

Exchange rate on export
prices over two years

1.38
0.89
0.71
0.93
0.99
0.65
0.92
0.69
0.79
0.58

Mean estimate of first year
effect on wage inflation of
a 25 per cent rise in
unemployment

n.a.
-1.21
-1.02
-0.91
-0.21
-1.00
n.a.
n.a.
-0.54
-0.39

Sources: See Related reading list.
n.a. indicates that data are not available.

spending, exchange depreciation, further of the exchange rate pushes domestic prices
inflation, and, as output is affected, to un- higher than they would otherwise have
employment pressures. Thus, it can ensure been. Economic models can be formulated
that the cycle will begin all over again.
to show that some external shocks can inOn the basis of this analysis, it can be deed lead to a change in expectations about
suggested that three conditions seem to be exchange rates which cause excessive exnecessary for a vicious circle to be set in change rate depreciation.
Both theoretical and empirical research
motion: (1) the existence of a flexible exchange rate system, since without this a shows that expectations can exert downcountry would not be able to adopt an in- ward pressures on the exchange rate for
dependent monetary policy; (2) some rig- some countries in ways which push the
idity in the labor market which prevents market rate below levels consistent with
the real wage from falling as domestic prices long-run domestic cost-price relationships;
rise and, instead, helps to stimulate a more but this phenomenon by itself may not be
rapid rate of rise in nominal wage rates; held responsible for causing a vicious cirand (3) political conditions which lead the cle. Exchange rates are determined in the
monetary authorities to increase the money asset market over the short run. In order to
supply as wage and price inflation pro- assess whether these short-run effects are
ceeds in an attempt to ensure that unem- responsible for generating a vicious circle,
ployment never rises sufficiently high for it is necessary to consider whether the
macroeconomic policies adopted by the
prices and wages to fall.
country support, or run counter to, the
necessary domestic economic adjustments.
Why the circle occurs
Various attempts have been made in the
past few years to explain why a vicious circle occurs. One simple answer which is
sometimes advanced is that floating exchange rates alone can produce a depreciation-domestic inflation cycle. The argument against this view rests on the fact that
both exchange depreciation and inflation
respond to the same initial disturbance—a

the exchange rate leads to rises of only 0.6,
0.8, and 0.5 per cent in the domestic import prices of these countries after two
quarters. The medium-sized and small
countries, on the other hand, seem to experience almost the full impact of an exchange rate depreciation on domestic import prices after two quarters.
On the export side, the table shows that
changes in exchange rates provoke completely offsetting changes in export prices
within one or two years for small countries
(for example, Belgium and the Netherlands—whose exports are concentrated in
products for which there is perfect competition). The export prices of medium-sized
countries (such as France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, and the United
Kingdom) reflect an exchange movement
of between 70 per cent and 93 per cent
within two years. Export prices of larger
countries, such as Japan and the United
States, in contrast, show less than 70 per
cent
of the exchange rate change. The reSmall country vulnerability
sults also show that the effect of import
It has also been suggested that small prices on domestic prices will be greater for
open economies are more vulnerable to vi- small than for large countries as domestic
cious circles than larger economies because wages and prices adjust to an exchange detheir domestic prices rise faster following preciation.
exchange rate depreciation. There is little
By itself, however, this tendency of small
doubt that in the short run small countries countries to experience larger short-run
are less able to absorb exchange deprecia- price effects following a depreciation is not
tion than large ones. The evidence in the sufficient to prove that small countries are
finance & Development I March 1980
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more vulnerable than large ones to vicious
circles. They may well also experience
higher unemployment as the economy
slows down and prices rise in the stagflation phase, but there are other factors that
are more likely to be responsible for putting a country into a vicious circle following an exogenous shock. These include the
resistance of labor to reduction in real
wages, particularly over the period when
unemployment is rising, and domestic policies that inject more money or aggregate
demand into the economy to absorb the
unemployed. Where a small country has a
weak currency and a poorly functioning labor market, the evidence suggests it will be
more vulnerable than a larger one to vicious circles: its exchange rate is more liable to excessive movements and there will
be a larger impact of import prices on domestic prices. If prices and wages do not
slow down as unemployment rises, these
vulnerable countries will experience high
unemployment over a prolonged period
unless domestic policies are used at this
stage to reduce unemployment. None of
these factors alone is sufficient to sustain a
vicious circle, although any one may lead
a country to the initial stages of such a process.
Labor response
There are two theories which have important implications for the role of the labor market in a vicious circle situation. One
theory suggests that workers base their resistance to a reduction in the real wage on
the concept of a "fair wage" derived from
both their own past wage and the wages of
others. Since people do riot easily change
the concepts on which they base their behavior, it follows under this hypothesis
that any attempt to reduce inflation by increasing unemployment is bound to be slow
and painful. A second theory contrasts with
the first: it proposes that resistance to reducing real wages will continue only as
long as the authorities continue to expand
the money supply and achieve additional
output to absorb the unemployed. A restrictive monetary policy—announced by
the government—will lead workers to accept short-run reductions in their real wage
because behavior will change when a decrease in aggregate demand is anticipated
and workers realize they are overestimating the domestic rate of inflation. This theory implies, therefore, that expectations
about the inflation rate can be altered relatively quickly and at little unemployment
cost by a government which decides to implement a restrictive monetary policy. Although higher inflation in small countries
may generate more unemployment, it
follows that, if this second theory is true,
30

both inflation and unemployment can be
reduced relatively quickly. If the alternative view is true, then small countries will
suffer more than large ones.
Information on the short-run response
of wages to unemployment has been obtained from a number of econometric studies, and the computed mean estimates from
these studies for four countries is shown in
the table. A cross-country comparison of
these results shows that a hypothetical 25
per cent increase in the unemployment
rate results in a large percentage reduction
in the rate of change of wages in Canada,
France, and Japan, with a lesser but still
very pronounced response in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Wages seem to be
much less sensitive to variations in the unemployment rate in the United Kingdom,
and least sensitive of all in Italy and the
United States. These results suggest that
for Canada, France, and Japan the second
theory may be more relevant; for Italy, the
United Kingdom, and the United States in
contrast, the first theory may be more relevant.
These differing results may be due to
several factors. First, the wage-unemployment relationship in a country is directly
affected by productivity growth rates which
determine the rate of increase in money
wages that an economy can absorb without
pushing up consumer prices. Such growth
rates differ between countries. Second, institutional factors in the labor markets differ between countries—particularly the
power of the trade unions, which are more
radical in countries like the United Kingdom, for instance, than in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Third, and most
important, the basic philosophy and
institutional traditions of the society determine monetary policy which in turn affects
the wage-unemployment relationships. For
instance, there is concern in Italy and the
United Kingdom when unemployment
rises; but in Japan or the Federal Republic
of Germany there is concern when the inflation rate rises. When a country has a history of accommodating monetary policy,
workers will tend not to moderate wage
demands in the face of unemployment.
Monetary accommodation
Expansionary monetary policy by itself
will, in general, not pull a country out of a
vicious circle because it is not designed to
promote external or internal stability. One
of the main consequences of expanding the
money supply to meet increases in prices
and wages is counterproductive: it means
that the mechanism of reducing expenditure through lowering the exchange rate is
prevented from taking place. The competitive advantage of an exchange rate change

Unemployment in four industrial countries,
1972-76

Sources: U.S. Department of Labor, except for Italy Data
for Italy from IMF Current Studies Division.

is quickly canceled out because in vicious
circle countries wages and prices rise
promptly as the exchange rate declines.
Expansionary monetary policies, combined with schemes indexing wages to inflation rates, in Italy and the United Kingdom in the mid-1970s were largely
responsible for resistance to reducing real
wages and for the continuation of the vicious circle in these countries. These two
countries also experienced the biggest fall
in productivity growth between 1972 and
1976. The chart shows how the oil crisis affected various countries' unemployment
rates as the process of adjustment began.
A comparison of these unemployment rates
also reflects the variance in monetary policy over the period.
The evidence shows three major characteristics common to the role of the monetary authorities of the seven major industrial countries. First, a pattern of monetary
restraint seems to appear in virtuous circle
countries, while an accommodating pattern is much more likely for vicious circle
countries. Second, in both vicious and virtuous circle countries, it appears that internal targets (for unemployment and inflation) took precedence over external targets
(regarding exchange rates and current accounts); however, vicious circle countries
showed more concern in reducing unemployment and virtuous circle countries more
concern in reducing inflation. Neither took
policy steps to alter the current account
through devaluation or revaluation. In vicious circle countries, the authorities
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thought the real wage would fall and thus This policy is more attractive because in the
would alter the terms of trade and the vol- long run it reduces the relative price of doume of unemployment. When it did not, mestic goods and consequently is more
they increased the money supply to meet likely to lead to an improvement in the curincreases in wages and prices in order to rent account.
At the same time, both vicious and virprevent unemployment rising still further.
Third, the lack of concern over external tuous circle countries must be aware of
balances in both vicious and virtuous circle what monetary policy can and cannot
countries led to changes in expectations achieve in order that monetary policy may
which became erratic and helped to induce aim at promoting stable and predictable
destabilizing capital flows and exchange exchange rate adjustment. A country where
exchange depreciation produces a noticerate movements.
able and long-run improvement in the curPolicies
rent account and a long-run increase in doWhat policies enable a country to avoid mestic output will have fewer problems
or escape from a vicious circle? Ideally, for than a country where monetary policy and
both vicious and virtuous circle countries, exchange depreciation lead to little immonetary, fiscal, and exchange rate poli- provement in the current account or docies should all be utilized in a coordinated mestic output. To the extent that monetary
combination to establish both external and policy leads to unpredictable exchange rate
internal stability. Monetary policy must al- adjustment, official intervention may be
low the expenditure-reducing mechanism necessary to facilitate smooth adjustment
of an exchange depreciation (or expendi- until market participants are convinced that
ture-increasing mechanism of an exchange policy changes are permanent. An interappreciation) to take place so that current vention policy should not be utilized to
account adjustment may occur. To the ex- prevent the necessary exchange rate adtent that this policy may produce an unac- justment from taking place; nor should it
ceptable level of unemployment in a vi- weaken domestic monetary management
cious circle country, other policies should through its effect on reserve movements.
It is quite clear, both theoretically and
be used in order to increase real output. If
fiscal policy is used to increase aggregate empirically, that without monetary accomdemand, it should not be financed by an modation a vicious circle cannot continue
expansion in the money supply. The major for any length of time. Either the ecoripmy
problem with using fiscal policy is that will adjust to a new equilibrium or, if wages
unstable adjustment may result if agents and prices do not adjust downward, it will
anticipate that fiscal policy will continue to adjust to a higher unemployment rate than
be expansionary, A better policy would be that previously sustained. Why do the auto try to increase aggregate supply by us- thorities not use the recognized combinaing incentives for investors such as invest- tion of macropolicies to break out of
ment tax credits or employment subsidies. the vicious circle at the point where un-

employment is increasing? The main reason is political. If it appears that a long and
deep recession is necessary before adjustment takes place, the authorities often feel
they have no alternative but to accommodate wage and price changes through an
expansionary monetary policy.
ED
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Labor-based
civil
construction

Civil works are important for developing countries but they are often
constructed using capital-intensive techniques, even though there
may be an abundant supply of unemployed labor available. This
article assesses the scope for using labor-based construction
methods and draws lessons from the research and project work
done by the World Bank.
Basil P. Coukis and Orville F. Grimes, Jr.
Projects involving large amounts of excavation, such as roads, irrigation, and flood
protection schemes, are indispensable for
the growth and welfare of developing
countries. Such projects can be carried out
either by relatively few machines or by relatively many men. If machines account for
the major portion of the project's direct
cost, the construction method may be called
"equipment-based." Conversely, a "la-

bor-based" method is one where the largest portion of expenditure goes into wages
for unskilled laborers. This article compares these two methods and considers the
conditions under which it would be economic for a country to make greater use of
unskilled labor to build and maintain its infrastructure.
The extensive use of equipment in construction work has many advantages. Be-

World Bank and FAO photos
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cause technical and managerial procedures ards and at a competitive cost by laborare established and are familiar to imple- based methods.
In addition to the benefits to users from
menting agencies in most developing
countries, equipment can be used speedily the completed facility, labor-based methand cheaply and lenders rarely raise ques- ods help to create jobs and distribute intions about the efficacy of the work meth- come through the employment of local
people in the actual construction and
ods used.
But labor-abundant, capital-scarce coun- maintenance work. Whereas it costs fortries cannot afford to rely exclusively on eign exchange to purchase and operate
equipment-based methods. Most countries machinery, wages paid to laborers will
have relatively limited supplies of foreign largely remain near the project area. One
exchange for the purchase and operation of should not, however, expect the large-scale
machines. Trained personnel to run and use of labor-based methods to solve the
maintain the equipment are scarce. More- unemployment problem of any country.
over, while the high output of machines This article regards unskilled labor as a remay be suitable for large projects, such as source to be efficiently employed and not
national highways, major dams, and mas- as the recipient of social or welfare meassive irrigation schemes, a good deal of de- ures.
velopment work calls for small, scattered
rural infrastructure projects, or low-cost Bank research
servicing of land at the edge of cities. This
The productive potential of the unemlatter type of project involves small-scale ployed labor in the Third World was recexcavation, for which the use of large ognized in the 1960s, but there was little
equipment is often not economic. Thus, practical knowledge of its use in construcconstruction methods ought to be selected tion work. In 1971, the World Bank
according to the nature and location of the launched the "Study of Labor and Capital
projects. Civil works with high technical Substitution in Civil Engineering Constandards, short deadlines, and very large struction" with financing provided by its
earthworks need equipment-based meth- own research program and the Governods. In contrast, short earth and gravel ments of Canada, Denmark, Finland, the
roads, or secondary and tertiary canals, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Norcan be built to acceptable technical stand- way, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and
the United States. This has become a major
framework for research and implementation activities related to construction methods more appropriate for the socioecoThe Study of Labor and Capital Substitution
nomic environment of labor-abundant and
in Civil Engineering Construction is being concapital-scarce
countries (see box).
ducted by the Transportation, Water and TeleThe
initial
phase of the Bank's work
communications Department of the World Bank.
demonstrated that labor can substitute for
For a detailed discussion of activities related to
capital for a major portion of total costs and
the Study, see: The Study of Labor and Capital Substitution in Civil Engineering Constill produce high quality construction. But
struction: Report on the World Bank Sponinformation on the relative productivity of
sored Seminars in Washington, Cologne,
labor was not available in sufficient detail
Copenhagen, London, and Tokyo (World
to permit an economic comparison beBank, Washington, D.C., September 1978).
tween the merits of equipment-based and
labor-based methods.

Phase II, completed in 1973, consisted of
field observations at 30 road, dam, and irrigation sites in India and Indonesia. Accurate data were gathered on labor productivity, costs, and environmental
conditions. It was found that three types of
factors were critical to the efficient execution of labor-based projects: (1) climate,
soils, terrain, and other physical parameters whose impact had not until then been
identified in detail; (2) organization of work
and its supervision at the job site; and (3)
the health and nutritional status of the laborers. These findings strengthened the
case for using labor-based technologies.
The problem remained, however, that
public works officials would still be reluctant to adopt such methods unless positive
results were shown to be possible not only
under experimental conditions, but also
under actual field conditions.
Phase III, which was completed in mid1976, therefore involved the application of
modified work procedures, tools, and light
equipment at a number of road and irrigation sites in India. Improvements were
made in organization and management, in
the design of tools, and in upgrading the
health and nutritional status of the workers. Significant productivity increases were
registered, and improved work methods
have subsequently been applied in laborbased rural infrastructure programs in
Benin, Chad, Honduras, Kenya, and Lesotho. Planning of feeder road and irrigation projects based on construction by labor has also been carried out in Bangladesh,
the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Peru, and
the Philippines.
Identification and implementation
In order to identify the types of civil
works that can be executed by hand labor,
the first step is to determine whether laborbased methods are technically equal to the
task. Experience has shown that feeder
roads and irrigation works required in most
Finance & Development I March 1980
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attract laborers. Techniques such as
shadow-pricing help to demonstrate the
favorable effects of labor-based methods
on income distribution and local participation where market prices may be distorted
and thus may place such methods in an
unfavorable light.
Break-even labor costs refer to direct,
on-site expenditures. But labor-based construction generates additional costs for in-'
stitutional support to plan and administer
the projects and for staff training. Support
activities, such as the development and
domestic manufacture of good quality tools,
and the supply of medicines or food to improve health and nutrition among the
workers, will add to the total cost of laborbased methods. For example, a three-year
project to build feeder roads in a country
using labor-based methods for the first time
may build 100 kilometers every year for a
direct, on-site cost of $1 million. Associated "off-site costs" may require an extra
$1 million the first year, and $0.5 million
for each subsequent year. Obviously, offsite overheads are most economical if large
distances of roads are being built. These
additional costs therefore make it impor-

tant to expand labor-based operations as
quickly as possible.
Labor-based methods may be technically
and economically feasible and still not be
successful when they are adopted. The
large-scale application of such methods requires a myriad of small administrative and
organizational changes, for which the full
commitment of a country's technical and
political leadership is indispensable. This
support will materialize only after visible
proof is available that labor-based techniques are suitable for the local socioeconomic realities.
"Demonstration," or "pilot," projects
are instrumental in persuading a country
to adopt labor-based construction methods
because, by actually building a number of
infrastructure works under a variety of terrain and labor supply conditions, these
projects constitute a real-life feasibility test.
Equally important, pilot projects establish
the foundations, largely through staff
training, of the institutional and management structure needed for the efficient application of labor-based methods. Thus,
the ground is prepared for the eventual expansion from demonstration to full-scale
construction programs.
Honduras demonstration

Giuseppe Franchin for F&D
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Third World countries can be built to technically acceptable standards by labor-based
techniques. Indeed, some tasks are done
better by labor than by machines: for example, shallow excavation and excavation
on soft ground. On the contrary, laborbased methods are not suitable for tasks
such as the haulage of materials over long
distances and compaction of large quantities of materials. Even so, many of these
tasks can be considerably modified at the
design stage so that more labor and less
equipment can be used efficiently.
Very few projects need to be constructed
so rapidly that only machines could perform the work. Time is therefore not usually a severe constraint on using labor-based
methods. Far more critical is a reliable supply of labor. In large projects built by laborbased methods the speed of construction is
determined by the labor force available,
which often depends on factors such as
seasonal demands for agricultural purposes.
Technically, then, labor-based construction work can be as good as work executed
by machines, and it is not difficult to identify those tasks for which it is appropriate
to use more labor. But to determine when
it is more economical to use labor, it is necessary to establish the relative costs of labor-based and equipment-based construction methods. For any given task there will
be a "break-even labor cost," consisting of
the take-home pay of the laborers and site
supervisors, plus the cost of tools. Below
this cost it will be financially preferable to
use labor rather than machines.
For each country, project, or task, the
break-even labor cost will differ because of
variations in the productivity of men and
machines, varying soil and climatic conditions, and different practices regarding the
organization and management of labor and
work. However, comparisons between labor-based and equipment-based methods
in different countries have yielded some
broad guidelines. When a man-day of labor costs the equivalent of US$1.50 (in 1979
prices), almost all tasks appear to be
significantly more economical if done by
labor-based methods. When the cost of labor per man-day is between $1.50 and $3,
labor-based methods will most likely be financially competitive with equipmentbased ones. Labor-based methods can still
be competitive at the $3 to $4.50 range but
only for selected tasks. If labor costs above
$4.50 a day, equipment-based methods will
probably be more economical for most of
the tasks. These wage limits are expressed
in market prices which may be distorted.
Shadow pricing may reveal a lower wage
level which would still be high enough to
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Experience in Honduras illustrates how
labor-based methods can be used and
identifies the practical issues that must be
resolved during the implementation of a
pilot project.
Following a presentation in Tegucigalpa
in 1975 on the Study of Labor and Capital
Substitution, Honduras requested and received Bank assistance for the design and
execution of a demonstration project to
build feeder roads using labor-based construction methods. In mid-1976, the Government formed a Labor-Based Construction Unit, which, in January 1978, became
the Department of Labor-Based Construction. The roads built by the Department
link small communities in southern Honduras with the existing road network. Road
traffic is low on the new segments (about
5-10 vehicles a day) and the construction
standards correspondingly modest—the
roads, for instance, are only wide enough
for two cars to pass safely and their surface
is either gravel or earth. However, much
attention is given to drainage (very heavy
rainstorms and consequent erosion are a
problem in Honduras), and culverts are
therefore frequent. When a road has been
approved for improvement, an engineer
from the Department visits the community
concerned and explains to the local people
how the Ministry of Communications,
Public Works, and Transport proposes to
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work with them. The engineer stresses that
the people should regard the improvement
of the road as their accomplishment and
that the Ministry is only assisting in its
construction.
The Department then sends tools and a
site supervisor. Local laborers are organized into groups and trained to use the
tools. To facilitate training, work starts with
half the planned labor force; full strength is
reached after about a month. Half of the
daily wage may be paid in cash and half in
food. As far as possible, workers are recruited from the villages toward which
construction is advancing, as this has been
found to be an incentive for higher productivity.
Special training programs, both theoretical and on-the-job, have been developed
for the site supervisory staff. The theoretical program, taken by all site supervisors,
provides some general knowledge of road
construction, soil characteristics, and design criteria. If no trained supervisor is
available to start a new site, one of the
community leaders from the area is brought
for one or two months to an on-going site
for training. This person will later be put in
charge of the new site, assisted by the
General Supervisor and the Engineer-inCharge.
Direct costs, in 1978 prices, for new roads
built with labor-intensive techniques have
ranged between $6,500 per kilometer (requiring 2,500 man-days) for flat terrain and
$12,500 per kilometer (requiring 4,250 mandays) for mountainous terrain. No comparable roads have been built with equipment, but estimates calculated on current
unit rates for machine-based work suggest
that the corresponding site costs would be
about the same. The labor-based program
has proven to be very popular. More than
250 kilometers had been completed by
September 1979, and the Department has
received requests from more than 100 villages asking for assistance to build roads.
Some 900 kilometers of high-priority roads
have been identified and work is under
way at an average rate of 100 kilometers a
year. Financial constraints prevent the Department from expanding its construction
operations, but technical support is given
to communities that mobilize their own resources to maintain the completed road
segments or to build, largely by hand,
works such as minor irrigation schemes.
Use of demonstration projects
Apart from this project in Honduras,
pilot projects in Benin, Chad, Kenya, and
Lesotho have yielded lessons that planners
in other countries may find useful.
The Bank has learned that demonstra-

tion projects are indispensable for countries with no tradition in the extensive use
of unskilled labor. Such projects will be
greatly facilitated if donor agencies are prepared to finance all associated costs: the
physical work, institution building, and
support activities. A two-year demonstration project using local people and resources as much as possible (and including
the construction of 150 kilometers of roads,
the maintenance of 50 kilometers, institution-building, and support activities) would
cost between $2 million and $3 million in
1979 prices. This is a sum which many developing countries could partly finance
themselves. However, problems arise; the
administrative complications of combining
aid and domestic resources can cause delays in staff recruitment, wage payments,
and procurement of tools. In addition, if
the accounting procedures of both the government and the donor have to be observed simultaneously, this slows down
the compilation of detailed records on resource inputs and work outputs, which
are indispensable for planning the postdemonstration "full-scale" phase.
Another lesson learned from demonstration projects is that many developing
countries, which could make productive
use of their unemployed workers initially
in constructing and subsequently in maintaining civil works, have minimum wages
that are too high for the break-even cost of
construction work. This poses a dilemma:
either the government could pay the legislated minimum wage—thereby creating
uncertainties about the cost effectiveness
of labor-based operations—or labor-based
programs could be allowed to pay wages
lower than the legislated minimum. The
choice is hard. When it is decided to hold
to the wage standards, the introduction of
labor-based methods may be prevented
despite their advantages both for improving infrastructure and for generating employment.
Experience has shown that in the developing world, and especially in its rural
areas, there is an enormous need for the
construction and maintenance of infrastructure facilities. Availability of labor and
low wage rates are sufficiently widespread
phenomena to suggest that much of the
work could be carried out by labor-based
techniques. For example, it has been estimated that in 1975, over 30 countries had
daily wage rates in the rural areas below
$1—the break-even labor cost for construction—and that wages in another 40 countries ranged from $1 to $2.50.
For those countries (predominantly in
Africa) where labor-based methods could
be introduced for the first time, establish-

ing the institutional backing and other
support activities necessary for the efficient
application of labor-based techniques requires careful preparation. Extensive staff
training and meticulous planning ought to
precede any large-scale construction and
maintenance programs. For the first two or
three years, sizable technical assistance will
be required to help build the institutions
and train the site supervisory personnel.
For those countries (predominantly in
South Asia) which have a long tradition of
using labor in civil works, emphasis should
be placed on the improvement of organizational and management practices leading
to higher labor productivity and lower costs
for the work performed.
Both groups of countries need to make
efforts to remove obstacles which restrain
the use of labor and encourage equipmentbased techniques. For example, labor regulations may need to be modified to
permit incentive payment systems. Credit
policies which inhibit financing of noncapital items, such as costs for starting up a
labor-based operation, may need revision.
Donor agencies may assist by designing
projects to stimulate the use of labor in
their construction and may actively encourage labor-based techniques by removing stipulations tying aid to the purchase
of capital equipment. Finally, developing
countries may consider adjustments to their
import tariff policies which directly or indirectly favor the use of construction
equipment.
In a country where labor-based methods
are introduced for the first time, the best
approach is to work through the departmental (or force account) operations of a
specific ministry. But in the long run, private contractors and community organizations ought to have access to increased
shares of the work. Governments may
therefore have to modify their customary
procedures for planning, supervising, executing, and maintaining projects so that,
over time, small contractors and community groups will be better prepared to undertake labor-based construction and
maintenance.
In the 70 countries where labor supply
and wage considerations seem promising
for an extensive application of labor-based
techniques, there are about 700 million
people living at or near absolute poverty
levels. Even if a fraction of this number
were to benefit from labor-based operations, it would be worthwhile to devote
multilateral and bilateral support to any effort leading to the increased use of unskilled workers. In this way, technical and
economic pursuits would be combined with
the objective of combating poverty.
HD
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Economic development
and adjustment in Asia,
1974-78
The economies of the developing countries of Asia were able to
adjust to the disruptions of the mid-1970s while remaining relatively
robust compared to other developing countries. This article reviews
their experience with a view to deriving lessons from their
experience.
Kunio Saito
Asian developing countries as a group successfully adjusted their economies to the
worldwide inflation and recession of 197475. They achieved rapid economic growth,
relatively low rates of inflation, and stronger
positions in their balance of payments
(BOP) in the following three years, 197678 (see Table 1). The performance of Asian
36

developing countries in this period compares well with that of other groups of developing countries. Since late 1978, however, the Asian countries have been faced
with a number of economic problems and
a period of economic adjustment.
Like most other countries in the world,
Asian developing countries enjoyed a
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strong economic upswing in the early 1970s. eventual decontrol and price increases, Asian developing countries. In the counLike others, however, they also suffered thereby undermining efforts made to con- tries of east Asia and the Association of
from the inflation and recession of 1974-75, serve energy and reduce oil imports. The South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the
when real growth slowed and inflation rates measures were modified relatively shortly ratios of investment to gross national prodmore than doubled. External current ac- thereafter, and the earlier increases of oil uct (GNP) rose to an average of about 30
count deficits rose sharply in all countries prices were passed on to the prices of re- per cent during 1976-78, with ratios approaching 40 per cent in some cases. Inexcept Indonesia, the region's only net oil lated domestic products.
Exchange rate policies differed from vestment was considerably smaller relative
exporter at the time, whose deficit declined
country to country in the years between to GNP in other Asian developing counslightly (see Table 2).
In some cases as early as mid-1973, most 1973 and 1978. A number of countries, in- tries, but the investment-GNP ratio also
Asian countries adopted less expansionary cluding Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Sri rose in many of them. The strong investdemand-management policies. These pol- Lanka, substantially devalued their cur- ment activity—a unique phenomenon in
icies were introduced in some countries ex- rencies against the U.S. dollar. The pur- the world of 1976-78, when investment
plicitly, but most countries introduced them pose of this depreciation was to strengthen generally remained stagnant—may be atin a subtle and gradual manner, and con- the countries' external competitiveness, tributed to a number of factors. There was
sisted largely of slowing the growth of do- especially of their manufacturing sectors, the early reversal of inflationary trends
mestic credit. The effect of this on mone- although it had the short-term effect of mentioned above. Also in the east Asian,
tary aggregates and the economy as a whole adding to domestic inflationary pressures. and in some of the ASEAN, countries, a
emerged gradually at first, particularly since
overall external accounts remained in surplus and had an expansionary monetary
impact. In 1974 and 1975, when external
Table 1
accounts turned into deficit, however, the
Selected Asian developing countries: changes in output and prices
lower domestic credit limits led to a marked
(Average annual rates in per cent)
slowdown in the growth of monetary agReal GDP or GNP
Consumer prices
gregates in most of these countries. These
1979
1979
less expansionary policies resulted in a
1970-73 1974-75 1976-78 (Estimates) 1970-73 1974-75 1976-78 (Estimates)
more balanced monetary situation and
China, Rep. of
11.5
1.5
11.0
8.5
4.0
26.0
4.5
13
contributed to reversing inflationary trends.
Korea, Rep. of
10.5
12.5
10.0
13.0
22
9.0
8.0
25.0
From early 1976, the Asian countries re7.5
13.5
Indonesia
9.5
6.5
6.0
30.0
13.0
20
sumed their rapid economic growth and
8.5
8.5
4.5
4.0
7
Malaysia
4.5
8.0
11.0
development; both domestic credit and toPhilippines
6.0
5.5
6.5
6.0
13.0
21.0
7.5
20
tal liquidity rose at an increasing rate to
Singapore
13.0
8.0
5.0
7.5
8.0
9
12.0
2.0
accommodate the faster growth during
Thailand
6.5
6.5
7.0
7.0
4.5
7.0
10
14.0
1976-78.
India
3.0
2.0
4.0
2.5
8.0
1.5
9
17.0
Against this background, many Asian
countries allowed the earlier increases of
Bangladesh
7.0
4.0
23.0
4.0
12
40.0
Burma
6.5
2.0
2.0
6.5
8.0
5.0
2
28.0
oil prices to be passed on to related domesNepal
2.5
2.0
3.0
8.0
4.0
2.0
10.0
8
tic prices. A number of Asian developing
Sri Lanka
3.5
5.0
5.0
6.0
6.0
10.0
4.0
14
countries, however, strengthened direct
controls on the prices of oil and oil prodAsian developing
countries1
6.0
ucts during late 1973-74. This measure did
4.0
7.0
5.0
10.0
14
24.0
10.0
not seem to be effective in alleviating inflaSources: IMF, IFS and Annual Reports: various issues and staff estimates.
tionary expectations—the public increased
. . . Indicates that the data are not available.
' Weighted averages for all Asian developing countries including, in addition to those listed, the three countries in
its consumption on the assumption of
Indochina and the three countries in the South Pacific.

"Asian developing countries" in this article
refers to the following groups of countries:
(1) two east Asian countries (the Republic of
China and the Republic of Korea) and the five
ASEAN countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand);
(2) India and its neighboring countries
(Bangladesh, Burma, Nepal, and Sri Lanka);
and
(3) countries in Indochina (Democratic Kampuchea, the Lao People's Democratic Republic,
and Viet Nam) and the South Pacific (Fiji,
Papua New Guinea, and Western Samoa).
The countries in the first subgroup are "middle income" countries, while most of those in
the second and third groups are in the "low income" category.

Some Asian countries, including the Republic of Korea, maintained their U.S. dollar exchange rate virtually unchanged; the
depreciation of the dollar between 1976
and 1978, particularly vis-a-vis Japan, improved their competitiveness and helped
their exports. But this also generated inflationary pressures, particularly toward the
end of this period, through the higher cost
of semifinished industrial goods which had
to be imported. These effects were less significant in the Republic of China, Malaysia,
and Singapore, which appreciated their
currencies, although relatively slightly,
against the U.S. dollar.
Beginning in early 1976, there was a noticeable recovery in investment in most

sharp increase in exports of manufactures
stimulated greater investment, which, in
turn, expanded industrial output and exports.
The supply policies implemented during
this period in a number of the Asian developing countries also promoted investment.
Sri Lanka and, to a lesser extent, Bangladesh, substantially reduced consumer subsidies and adjusted prices upward to levels
that reflected more closely the costs of production and world market prices. Burma
increased its openness to external trade
and aid, as well as its flexibility in adapting
its planning mechanism to market developments. Import liberalization, implemented by a number of Asian countries,
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Table 2
Selected Asian countries: external current accounts and reserve changes
(In millions of U.S. dollars: average annual rates)

1970-73

Current account balances
1974-75
1976-78

China, Rep. of
Korea, Rep. of

-850
320
-600 -2,040

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

-480
-70
-600
-160

-750
-290
620
-340
-720 -1,200
-860
-640
-930
-370

India

-570

-620

1,160

-830
-60
-11
-180

-650
-110
-9
-40

Bangladesh
Burma
Nepal
Sri Lanka
Asian developing
countries2

-70
-50

1,030

-560

-3,400 -8,300 -2,800

Changes in international reserves
1974-75 1976-78
1979'

1979'

1970-73

-270
-2,300

170
80

-110

-710

170
180
230
360
80

...

20
-50

120
660

-230

90
160
360
230

680
600
160
770
120

200
450
250
190
-30

50

120

1,810

640

-10
7
20

5
20
-13
-20

60
-20
6
110

50
50
20
40

1,800

700

5,300

Sources: IMF, IPS, and staff estimates.
. . . Indicates that data are not availabl e.
1
Actuals for the first six months, not seasonally adjusted.
2
Total for all Asian developing countries including, in addition to those listed, the three countries in Indochina and the
three countries in the South Pacific.

including India, the Republic of Korea, and
Sri Lanka, also favorably affected domestic
investment and overall economic growth
and development.
By far the most important factor leading
to the expanded investment in the Asian
countries, however, was the increased
availability of foreign financing. As in most
other developing countries, financing has
been the major constraint to higher investment, and hence faster economic growth
and development, in the Asian countries.
As discussed later, the increased flow of
external funds had, of course, a favorable
impact on their overall BOP and reserves.
In the east Asian and ASEAN countries,
the increased inflows of external funds took
the form mainly of direct investment and
commercial borrowings, mostly from banks
abroad but including bond issues. The investment was largely in manufacturing industries, particularly labor-intensive ones;
but it also went partly to industries involved in natural resource development,
including oil exploration and refining, especially in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. Foreign direct investment induced
more domestic investment, which itself was
financed in part by commercial borrowings
abroad.
In other Asian developing countries, the
increased capital inflows were predominantly through official borrowings, including those from international aid organizations. These were mostly invested in the
38

improvement of infrastructure, but investments were also made in more directly
production-related projects, particularly in
agriculture. However, although these and
other capital inflows rose during the period
under review, they were still small relative
to the economic size of these countries.
Balance restored
By early 1976, following the inflation and
recession of 1974-75, Asia's economic situation had improved considerably, and the
improvements were sustained during most
of the following three years. For this threeyear period as a whole, aggregate growth
rates of Asian developing countries averaged close to 7 per cent. This rate was not
only higher than the 1974^-75 rate but also
higher than the growth rate before the
recession in these countries. The average
annual rate of increase in consumer prices,
which rose to 24 per cent during 1974-75,
declined to about 10 per cent in 1976-78—
about the same level as in the early 1970s.
The group's combined external current account deficit declined from about US$8 billion a year in 1974-75 to about US$3 billion
in 1976-78, which was even less than its
deficit in the early 1970s. Capital inflows
for this period stayed at the high levels of
1974-75, resulting in a large increase in international reserves (see Table 2).
There were, of course, differences in the
performance of each country within the
group. Output growth was most marked in

the Republic of China and the Republic of
Korea, where rates averaged over 10 per
cent a year during 1976-78. Annual average growth ranged between 6 per cent and
9 per cent among the ASEAN countries,
and between 3 per cent and 7 per cent in
India and its neighboring countries. These
rates were higher than in the 1974—75 period and, in many cases, higher than in the
early 1970s. On the other hand, growth remained generally low in the smaller countries in the South Pacific, and real rates
even declined in the countries of Indochina, where hostilities continued and unfavorable weather hampered reconstruction.
The rapid growth accompanied further
industrialization not only in the "newly industrializing countries" of the Republic of
China, the Republic of Korea, and Singapore but also in other ASEAN countries as
well as in India. It also accompanied significant increases in food output, especially in
India and some of its neighboring countries. Although short-term factors played a
role, including relatively favorable weather
in the Indian subcontinent, this growth in
industrialization and food output resulted
from underlying large investment over
many years and thus represented longerterm trends. Industrialization has been increasing in Asia for many years. The expansion of food output then known as the
"green revolution"—had taken place earlier in countries such as the Republic of Korea and the Philippines—before it spread
to the Indian subcontinent.
But an unfavorable trend also continued
during this period—namely, increasing income differentials between "middle" and
"low" income countries. Middle-income
countries in east Asia and ASEAN continued to grow at high rates, narrowing the
gap between their per capita incomes and
those of the industrial countries. The
growth of the low-income countries around
India, by contrast, although it accelerated
somewhat, remained relatively slow. The
situation was even worse, as noted above,
for the smaller countries in Indochina and
the South Pacific.
Inflation rates in all Asian developing
countries declined between 1974-75 and
1976-78. The decline was most significant
in India, where inflation rates averaged
1-2 per cent during 1976-78. It was also
noticeable in India's neighboring countries, as well as in the Republic of China,
Malaysia, and Singapore, where annual
inflation rates averaged 5 per cent or less.
The price performance of other Asian developing countries was less impressive, but
except for the countries of Indochina, none
of them experienced inflation in excess of
10 per cent by mid-1978. Even in the coun-
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the recession in the industrial countries.
Exports of food, particularly of rice, also
stagnated, as output in the traditional importing countries rose during this period.
Capital inflows into Asian developing
countries averaged about US$7-8 billion a
year during 1976-78, about the same as in
1974-75 and more than double the amount
in the early 1970s. Their net use of Fund
resources, which rose to almost US$1 billion annually for the group during 1974-75,
declined considerably in the later period.
The increased capital inflows during 197678 were mostly in commercial borrowings
and direct investment for the east Asian
and ASEAN group of countries and in official funds for the other Asian countries.
The continued large capital inflows resulted in a significant increase in international reserves for a number of Asian developing countries, including India,
Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, and Malaysia. Even among countries with less
strong current account positions, reserves
declined little in nominal terms, although
there were cases of significant declines relative to the level of imports.
Strains of growth
Some adverse changes in the economies
of Asian developing countries surfaced toward the end of the 1976-78 period. The
most important of these were those resulting from rapid growth, especially in east
Asian countries and in some ASEAN
countries. Sectoral bottlenecks, as well as
overall pressures on prices and external
balances, have become increasingly evident. In some Asian countries, too, the extensive commercial borrowing of the last
few years has overloaded debt service payments and, more generally, put pressure
on their BOP. These strains have checked
further economic expansion, prompting the
authorities to adopt less expansionary policies. In 1979, the deterioration in the external economic environment owing to the
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tries of Indochina, where a rapid postwar
inflation rampaged, rates declined markedly during 1976-78.
The decline of inflation rates,in Asia in
the 1976-78 period resulted from a number
of factors. These included an increase in
food supply, especially in India and its
neighboring countries, and relatively small
rises in the prices of most internationally
traded goods. The most important factor,
however, was the effect of the earlier hikes
in external prices, which were limited to
once-and-for-all increases in the prices of
related domestic products, without inducing any significant secondary inflation. The
less expansionary demand-management
policies earlier adopted by the authorities
played a significant role in this.
In the period 1976-78 there was a significant improvement in external current accounts of the Republic of China, the Republic of Korea, and Singapore—the three
newly industrializing countries of the region—Malaysia (which became a net oil exporter from 1976), India, and Sri Lanka. Of
these countries, the Republic of China, India, and Malaysia recorded sizable current
surpluses between 1976 and 1978, while
the others—the Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Sri Lanka—significantly reduced
their deficits from the 1974-75 levels. Manufactured exports rose sharply in the newly
industrializing countries, as well as in some
ASEAN countries and India. The higher
prices of tea contributed to increased export earnings in India and Sri Lanka. Some
of these countries, including India and the
Republic of Korea, also benefited from
higher service receipts, especially remittances from workers in the Middle East.
These favorable factors offset the growth of
imports, which accelerated sharply during
this period, reflecting the high rates of domestic expansion.
In the remaining countries of the region—Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Thailand, as well as in the smaller countries around India and those in Indochina
and the South Pacific—current account
deficits either remained roughly the same
between 1974 and 1978 or, in some cases,
rose slightly between the two years. These
countries also experienced a relatively rapid
rise in the growth of imports, particularly
in Indonesia, where the earlier increases of
oil prices and export earnings generated an
even sharper increase in import demand.
Their exports, however, remained generally stagnant during 1976-78. The rise in
the trade in manufactures hardly affected
these countries, as manufactures accounted for only a small part of their exports; and exports and prices of industrial
raw materials remained relatively stagnant, reflecting the sluggish recovery from

oil price increases and the economic slowdown in the United States and other industrial countries added further to these
problems.
The situation is similar to that which
prevailed in the mid-1970s, and the Asian
authorities have again taken similar countermeasures; but, as a result of their previous experience, they seem to be acting
more promptly and more forcefully. By
mid-1979, most Asian developing countries had adopted less expansionary
demand-management policies. Few countries have strengthened price control
methods and, as a result, the 1979 increases of oil prices have been passed on to
related domestic prices in most of these
countries. It is inevitable and, in most cases,
appropriate that the increases in oil and
other foreign prices will be passed on to related domestic prices. But a more widespread secondary inflation could follow,
and this has to be avoided. On the external
side, the availability of commercial funds
appears to be at least as favorable as in the
mid-1970s. The cost of such borrowings,
however, is now substantially higher, generating greater debt-service problems than
previously. There are also a large number
of Asian and other developing countries
with little access to commercial markets.
The expansion of the access of these countries to commercial lending, and, more important, the need for increased external aid
remain problem areas.
One significant difference between the
present and previous adjustment periods
is the deterioration of the export environment for manufactured goods as protectionism increasingly takes hold. As noted
earlier, the expansion of exports in manufactures contributed significantly to the favorable economic performance of many
Asian developing countries between 1976
and 1978. The industrialization of these
countries led not only to import substitution but also to export production. It was a
part of the global transfer of industries
from industrial to developing countries,
based on the latter's economic advantage
in possessing a well-trained labor force
working for relatively low wages. Both developing and industrial countries should
benefit from this new international division of labor and the associated expansion
of international trade, involving not only
the export of finished manufactures by developing countries but also the import of
semiprocessed industrial inputs from industrial countries. To maintain the momentum of these favorable forces and to
achieve successful economic adjustment,
especially in Asian and other developing
countries, an early reversal of protectionist
trends is needed.
ED
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Book notices

they relate to developing countries. (Technology here refers to combinations of ideas
Science, Technology and
and techniques for application in productive
Economic Development:
uses.) Surprisingly little can now be said
A Historical and Comparative Study
with assurance about how best to pursue
Praeger Publishers, New York, N.Y., U.S.A., 1978, xv +
development through measures focused on
347 pp., $25.
The studies in this volume were prepared for technology (including technology transfer),
a symposium before an international gath- let alone science. This turns out to be an
ering of scientists—the General Assembly area in which links are complex and indirect,
of the International Council of Scientific payoffs are hard to predict, and the answers
Unions—as part of a program put together that emerge may not be welcomed, at least
by the United States National Academy of by the scientific community. Often decades
Sciences to celebrate the U.S. bicentennial. pass between a scientific advance and the
Individual papers examine retrospectively useful technological results from it, while
the role of science and technology in the technologies producing the most substantial
economic development of seven selected economic payoffs often require only modest
countries. In Gustav Ranis's words (p. 3), scientific sophistication or originality.
Whether a technological innovation can be
"the country sample includes Great Britain,
the acknowledged historical leader in the put to use on a large scale depends heavily
transition to modern growth; Germany and on the environment in which it is to be used,
such as institutions, markets, entrepreneuthe United States, two early followers; Jarial skills, and flexibility in ways of life. Morepan and Hungary, two relatively late followover, studies of technology and its transfer
ers; and Brazil and Ghana, two contemporary developing countries." There is also an all too easily fragment into a myriad of hardoverview paper by Ranis and a too brief final to-relate particulars; in addition, in transferring and adapting technology, different apcomment by Simon Kuznets.
proaches succeed in different instances.
The first three country studies—D.S.L.
In the face of these complexities, policyCardwell's on Great Britain, Wolfram
makers may be well advised to pursue deFischer's on the Federal Republic of Germany, and Nathan Rosenberg's on the velopment principally through policies and
methods we know more about, on the basis
United States—are excellent to the point of
of an expectation that desirable changes in
being extraordinary. Each study is written by
technology will take place as a result. Whera major scholar on the subject and provides
ever science and technology issues must be
fascinating insights on the historical impact
directly faced, as in the areas of technology
of science and technology. In the other four
transfer, education, research and developcountry studies, the quality falls off sharply,
ment, and the institutional framework for
showing what a difficult subject this is in
them, a country should avoid putting too
most countries; nonetheless the studies on
much weight on any one approach or philosBrazil and Japan are quite good in pulling
ophy to the exclusion of others, since many
together useful information. The Ranis overpaths have their merits and none is certain
view is cautiously but expertly written and
to be successful by itself.
merits rereading after a review of the counTaken together, the studies in this volume
try papers, along with the Kuznets comsuggest that, for a developing country, the
ment, which points out questions still unanonly areas in which there is an almost asswered.
sured payoff from science and research and
Together the studies are meant, as the
development are the (often routine) applieditors put it, "to help provide a more factual
cation of scientific techniques that have preunderpinning for the emerging debate" on
viously proven their value elsewhere. This is
science and technology policy issues as
William Beranek, Jr. and Gustav Ranis (Editors)
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especially important in fields in which the local environment and resources pose special
challenges—for example, in agriculture,
health, mineral-based industries, and similar
contexts. A related, fruitful activity is empirical data collection, contributing to what Kuznets calls "the advance of tested information" on the country and its resources.
The studies provide almost no support for
the notion that a developing country requires its own high-powered scientific establishment doing basic research, at least
not until late in the development process. Indeed, as Ranis says (on p. 22), "the developing world is strewn with scientific institutes and other expensive white elephants
which contribute neither to science nor to
technology. Most observers agree that the
biggest waste of all is second-rate basic research." Rather, particularly in light of U.S.
and Japanese experience, the central needs
are well-trained people in appropriate applied and empirical fields, and a broad spread
of scientific literacy and technological
awareness, sufficient to enable people in
many walks of life to absorb and adapt technology from abroad and from each other.
The paper on Ghana provides vivid indirect
evidence for this position. While Nkrumah's
science policy concerned itself with an
atomic reactor and a projected Science City,
the technology that has actually advanced
output has been commonplace. Examples
have been the decision to put motors on
fishing boats, introducing cold storage facilities, cutting down infected cocoa trees, and
using motorized machines to haul logs from
the forest.
In the later stages of its development,
however, a country must almost certainly
concentrate efforts on particular industries
and scientific subjects with special promise
for its own and the world's future. In their
ways, much of the time, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, and the United States
have managed to do this quite well, taking
cues from their resource situation, their economic successes, and their national security
needs.
Donald B. Keesing
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Theodore W. Schultz (Editor)

Distortions of Agricultural
Incentives
Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A.,
1978, viii + 343 pp., $12.95.

Without doubt, the whole problem of incentives is crucial to effective policy formulation
for agricultural development in both developing and developed countries. There is,
however, little perceptive analysis in current
literature. This volume of a dozen essays
edited by Nobel Laureate Theodore W.
Schultz is one of the few recent efforts to
grapple with incentive structures in agriculture. The book contains essays by some of
the most prominent American agricultural
economists concerned with development of
low-income agriculture, and their Canadian
and British colleagues.
Not surprisingly, given the background of
the authors and the widely-held opinions
prevalent among development economists,
the essays come down hard in favor of policies that closely relate agricultural prices to
free market equilibrium levels and strongly
oppose government intervention through
policies that favor low-cost food for urban
areas and thus militate against farmers. The
authors attribute all kinds of evils to price
distortions. Schultz suggests that "because
of wrong incentives the real economic potential of agriculture [in developing countries] is not being realized," and that "this
unrealized economic potential is a measure

Paul Coulbois

Finance Internationale:
Vol. 1. Le Change
Cujas, Paris, France, 1979, 329 pp.

This rewarding book is a rigorous but nonmathematical introduction to the foreign exchange market (omitting the Eurocurrency
markets, which will be dealt with in the second volume). The emphasis is on the technical aspects of the market and, in particular, on the relationship between spot and
forward rates. There is, however, little discussion of the macroeconomic factors that
ultimately determine the behavior of economic agents. The abstract nature of its
subject matter notwithstanding, the book is
often polemical. The author's frequent visits
to the trading rooms of large commercial
banks have convinced him that foreign exchange dealers have a correct understanding of the workings of the market, and he
faults his doubting fellow academics to the
extent that they ignore this reality.
The opening chapter of the book reviews
the changes that have taken place in the in-

of a pervasive economic disequilibrium in
world agriculture" (p. 8). Gilbert T. Brown
asserts his hypothesis "that agricultural production, income distribution, and economic
growth would all benefit from reduction or
elimination of distortions that reduce agriculture's domestic terms of trade" (p. 85). G.
Edward Schuh finds "rural poverty in many
if not most low-income countries is a result
of severe (price) discrimination against the
agricultural sector" (p. 318).
The essays themselves tend to be uneven in the perceptiveness of their analysis,
but the best have considerable merit.
Brown's essay on "Agricultural Pricing Policies in Developing Countries" is an excellent starting point for those concerned with
the formulation of agricultural policy, including students who wish to broaden their understanding of agricultural price distortions
in developing countries. Martin E. Abel's
short "Hard Policy Choices in Improving Incentives for Farmers" is a useful discussion
of the most common distortions and why
they persist in the face of almost unanimous
condemnation by development economists.
In a brief consideration of successful agricultural development in Israel and Taiwan,
he concludes that the key policies were
"careful attention . . . to product and factor
prices which provide incentives to increase
production," heavy and continuous investment "to increase the effective supply of
scarce resources such as water and land"

and "to increase productivity and efficiency
of water use," farmer education, and exposing agriculture "to international market forces
which imparted a significant degree of dynamism" (p. 179). D. Gale Johnson argues
cogently in "International Prices and Trade"
that developing countries could gain by more
agricultural trade, especially among themselves, and that when policies result in domestic prices departing significantly from international levels, "the evidence is that the
gains are small and the costs substantial"
(p. 207). Randolph Barker details "Barriers
to Efficient Capital Investment in Agriculture" that result in a capital bias, especially
in irrigation investments, "due not only to
market imperfections but, more important, to
constraints arising from the organizational
and institutional structure" (p. 140).
Some important areas are not discussed.
Although the coverage of the essays is
broad, for instance, the book unfortunately
does not include a survey of the impact of
marketing boards on incentive structures.
Thus, despite the range of suggestions
and comments contained in these essays—
and perhaps because of the feeling that
there is such a great need for good literature
about agricultural incentives—one finishes
the volume with a sense of disappointment.
Although it is a useful effort, it does not yet
provide us with major insights.

ternational monetary system since the creation of the International Monetary Fund.
This is a technical analysis, with no discussion of what went on in the corridors of foreign exchange diplomacy. This does not
prevent Coulbois from expressing his dislike
for the present international monetary system (as he saw it in 1978), which he calls a
nonsystem, and stressing that gold is bound
to play again a role as a reserve asset. (In
this context, he quotes from an interview
given in January 1976 by P.P. Schweitzer,
a former Managing Director of the Fund: "To
demonetize gold, that does not mean anything.") Next, the reader is introduced to the
basic features of the foreign exchange market. This is followed by a presentation of
spot and forward operations, and of swaps.
This leads quite smoothly into an analysis of
the reasons why economic agents may wish
to enter into foreign exchange operations
(forward cover for imports and exports, arbitrage, and speculation) and into a discussion of leads and lags and of what is quite
neutrally referred to as "the international operations of large enterprises."

Coulbois firmly believes that foreign exchange dealers systematically even out the
forward contracts entered into with their
clients in the spot market. If a bank wants to
speculate, he argues, it does not have to
wait for the opportunity created by an order
from a client. He also backs up the dealers'
contention that forward premiums and discounts reflect the relative, or opportunity,
cost of investing in different money markets;
that is, that forward rates are always at the
point of interest rate parity. For the academic observers of the foreign exchange
market, interest rate parity is, of course,
much less certain to prevail, and it is precisely the occurrence of covered interest
rate differentials which is seen as causing
arbitrageurs to enter the market. The question of whether interest rates are in fact at
parity in foreign exchange markets is examined in some detail in the penultimate
chapter. The book closes with a chapter on
the role of the monetary authorities, including official intervention in the spot and forward markets.
Julius Rosenblatt

J. Price Gittinger
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J. Muns

Crisis y Reforma del Sistema
Monetario Internacional
Institute de Estudios Fiscales, Ministerio de Hacienda,
Madrid, Spain, 1978, 726 pp., Ptas. 600.
Jose Maria Mendez

El Fondo Monetario Internacional
Institute de Estudios Fisoales, Ministerio de Hacienda,
Madrid, Spain, 1978, 430 pp., Ras. 500.
Carlos Garcia de Vinuesa

La Cooperacibn Monetaria
Europea
Institute de Estudios Fiscales, Ministerio de Hacienda,
Madrid, Spain, 1977, 440 pp., Ptas. 500.

Each of these three books is addressed to
important international monetary issues, although their focus is different. The books by
Muns and Mendez are on the reform of the

Other books
received
Sir John Hicks

Causality in Economics
Basic Books, Inc., New York, N.Y., U.S.A., 1980, xii + 124 pp.,
$8.95.

This penetrating and important philosophical book
by Professor Hicks, a Nobel Laureate in Economic Science in 1972, has as its conclusions two
propositions which are of general interest to economists, policymakers, and the general public. First,
he questions the mechanical way in which scientific methodology has been applied to economic
phenomena. Problems in the experimental sciences tend to be static in the sense that it does
not matter at what date an experiment is performed. By contrast, the more characteristic problems in economics are problems of change, of
growth and retrogression, and of fluctuation. Thus,
at every stage in an economic process new things
are happening, things which have not happened
before. On these grounds he concludes, "As economics pushes on beyond 'statics,' it becomes
less like science, and more like history."
He also challenges the way probability calculus—so powerful a tool for discovery in the experimental sciences—has carried all before it in the
recent work of economists. Today, no piece of research in economics is regarded as respectable
unless it is decorated with least squares and confidence intervals. "It is my belief," Hicks concludes, "that the relevance of these methods to
economics should not be taken for granted; before they are applied, their use should be defended." Primarily of advanced academic interest.
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international monetary system in the 1970s.
Muns deals with the broad aspects of the
changes that occurred in the system itself,
while Mendez focuses more narrowly on the
changes introduced by the Second Amendment of the Articles of Agreement of the
Fund, on the Fund itself, and on the international monetary system. By contrast, Vinuesa reviews the process of monetary cooperation in Europe since the nineteenth
century. The book complements the others
by discussing the relationship between European and world monetary affairs during
the 1970s and the development of monetary
cooperation in Eastern Europe.
Muns's book of readings contains his own
substantial introduction, plus 16 papers and
official documents translated for Spanish
readers. It presents a useful review of the
main factors that led to the crisis of the international monetary system in the early
1970s. The book offers a realistic assessment of the reforms that were proposed, but

not necessarily implemented, to cope with
that crisis. It emphasizes that the introduction of greater exchange rate flexibility was
instrumental in avoiding potentially serious
economic disruptions resulting from the
steep rise in oil prices and the divergence in
inflation rates across countries, although
adequate management of domestic demand
policies under the guidance of the Fund was
much more important for international adjustment. Unfortunately, the value of these
efforts to stabilize the international payments situation has been diminished by such
unregulated market developments as the
private recycling of oil money and the expansion of the Eurodollar market. These developments have been going on for a long
time and have weakened the control of international liquidity by reducing the proportion of Fund lending subject to conditionality.
Muns concludes that a strengthening of the
role of the Fund is necessary for surveillance of exchange rate flexibility, for coordi-

M.S. Mendelsohn

Philip M. Hauser (Editor)

Money on the Move:

World Population and
Development—Challenges and
Prospects

The Modern International Capital Market
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, N.Y., U.S.A., 1979, x +
291 pp., US$16.50.

This book offers a description of the origins of the
Eurocurrency markets and an authoritative survey of how the Eurocredit and Eurobond markets,
on the one hand, and foreign bond markets, on
the other, have actually been functioning. The full
information about these markets—from the points
of view of lenders, borrowers, and financial institutions—and the concise explanation of their
workings recommend this book as a guide to the
international capital market. Of interest to both the
specialist and the general reader.

Lawrence G. Franko and Marilyn J. Selber (Editors)

Developing Country Debt
Pergamon Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., U.S.A., 1979, xi + 309 pp.,
US$29.50.
George C. Abbott

International Indebtedness and the
Developing Countries
M.E. Sharp, Inc., White Plains, N.Y., U.S.A., 1979, 312 pp.,
US$25.00.

These two works differ in material respects. The
Franko and Selber book is a collection of 14 essays (by 11 authors) on different aspects of the
debt problem of less developed countries (LDCs).
Five articles had previously been printed elsewhere. In the rapidly changing world of LDC debt,
analysis based on data up to 1977 or 1978 may
often require significant updating by 1980. The
reader may not find it easy to integrate the widely
different topics discussed.
A concern about the magnitude of the debt
problem of the LDCs occupies the Abbott book.
His emphasis is upon the massive debts contracted by LDCs, on the one hand, and the shortage of funds available on concessional terms for
development financing, on the other.

Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A., xxii + 655 pp.,
US$18.00 (cloth), US$9.95 (paperback).
Robert G. Repetto

Economic Equality and Fertility in
Developing Countries
The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A., xv +
178 pp., US$14.50.

The volume edited by Philip Hauser contains an
extremely wide ranging collection of studies. A
long prefatory survey by Hauser is followed by
specific articles on subjects like reproduction,
health, education, environmental consequences
of population growth, and human rights. The purpose is not to break new ground but to assemble
and assess what is known.
Using data drawn from household surveys conducted in Puerto Rico, the Republic of Korea, and
India, Robert Repetto attempts to establish a relationship between population growth and such
factors as education, improved communication,
the development of welfare institutions and easier
access to effective contraceptive techniques
(which have begun to reduce the birth rate in
countries such as the Republic of Korea, Thailand, and Indonesia), and the distribution of income.
A.A. EI-Shert>ini (Editor)

Food Security Issues in the Arab
Near East
Pergamon Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., U.S.A., 1979, xvii +
241 pp., US$30.00.

This report of the United Economic Commission
for Western Asia provides data on production,
consumption, stocks, and trade of foodstuffs for
Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan, the Syrian Arab Republic,
the Yemen Arab Republic, and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. Policy options for ensuring adequate food supplies are outlined briefly.
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nation on a global level of demand-management policies, and for control of international
liquidity, the latter to be achieved especially
through enhancing the role played by the
special drawing right (SDR).
Mendez focuses almost exclusively on
the legal and operational aspects of the
Fund that were changed under the terms of
the Second Amendment of the Articles of
Agreement. He compares them with those
under the First Amendment and the Bretton
Woods system. This book offers a fairly
comprehensive introduction to the workings
of the Fund; but the discussion is often conceptually confused (especially when dealing
with the economic background of the crisis
that led to the Second Amendment) and plagued with unfortunate errors of fact and
careless editing. For instance, the IMF Institute is discussed as if it were an organ of the
Fund, and the Executive Board is referred to
as both the Board and the Council. There
are also misinterpretations of the text of the

Second Amendment and of Fund practices, planning systems (for example, the fixing of
and there is little clarification on what is arbitrary prices), and harden their credit
really important in the new system—except terms.
Vinuesa describes how the integration effor the stereotyped notions that gold is due
to be phased out of the international mone- forts of the European Economic Community,
tary system as the main reserve asset and which was set up in 1958, were not adthe SDR phased in, and that the de facto vanced into the monetary field until a Counrole of gold remains uncertain. It is unfortun- cil Resolution of March, 1971. The Resoluate that this unpolished book could mislead tion proposed twin monetary goals: a single
Spanish readers who are unfamiliar with the currency and a European central bank organization resembling the U.S. Federal Resubject.
Vinuesa, in contrast to Mendez, offers a serve System. However, the author empharigorous review of monetary cooperation in sizes that these goals were to be achieved
both Eastern and Western Europe since the progressively over a long period (possibly
establishment of modern European nations by the end of the 1970s) through the appliin the nineteenth century. Most important, cation of the same guiding principles that
he finds interesting lessons for the COME- had set the foundation for the earlier sucCON—the trading group of most centrally cess of integration in the trade field.
planned economies—from the earlier expeThus Vinuesa concludes that the political
riences of the Western European Payments will of members rather than technical condiUnion and the Monetary Agreement. Such tions will in the end determine the success
lessons include that members must reduce or failure of the integration effort.
Vicente Galbis
internal political tensions, relax their central

Morris David Morris

J. Conde, M.J. Paraiso, and V.K. Ayassou

A. Doak Barnett

Measuring the Condition of the
World's Poor

The Integrated Approach to Rural
Development, Health, and
Population

China and the World Food System

Pergamon Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1979, xiv + 176 pp.,
US$16.50 (cloth), US$5.95 (paperback).

Basic human needs and the distribution of income
and other economic benefits are attracting greater
attention from development specialists; this shift
in interests has generated a search for welfare indicators that are more robust and eclectic than income per capita based upon the Gross National
Product. Morris has devised the Physical Quality
of Life Index (PQLI), based on life expectancy at
age one, infant mortality, and basic literacy, to circumvent some of the failings of traditional indicators. In the book, the PQLI is used to rank both
developed and developing countries, and the
ranking is compared with that obtained by using
per capita income.

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), Paris, France, 1979, 159 pp., $9.00.

Patricia Blair, with an essay by A. Doak Barnett

The need for rapid and effective rural development continues to preoccupy policymakers in the
developed and developing world alike. This study,
for the Development Center of the OECD, covers
the problems associated with attempts to integrate population and health programs into rural
development efforts. It attempts to formulate
practical suggestions for economic and human
development in the rural sector of developing
countries.

Republic of China:
A Selected Bibliography

Hans-Peter Easier
George F. Gant

Development AdministrationConcepts, Goals, Methods
The University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.,
1979, xii + 336 pp., US$21.50.

Growth and modernization in the less developed
countries (LDCs) during the past three decades
has frequently depended upon the state's ability
to plan and manage a range of developmental activities. Gant's study of development administration looks at some of the issues that could be of
concern to managers in LDCs: in particular, coordination, budgeting, the selection of personnel,
training, etc. He also delves into the administrative side of certain specific governmental concerns, such as family planning and education,
drawing on examples from a number of Asian
countries. This is not a book which goes into
much technical detail. Nor does it tell one how to
design an efficient administrative setup. Primarily
for the general reader interested in an overview of
these topics.

Overseas Development Council, Washington, D.C., U.S.A., 1979,
x + 115pp., US$5.00.

Wirtschaftspolitische
Zielpraferenzen und theoretische
Orientierung in der Geldpolitik der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland
[Economic target preferences and theoretical
foundations of monetary policy in the Federal
Republic of Germany]

J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Tubingen, Federal Republic of Germany, 1979, 172 pp., DM 38.

This study of German monetary policy for the period 1958-74 focuses on the role of final economic policy targets in, and the theoretical foundation of, Bundesbank monetary policy. The author
concludes from econometric behavioral models
that the Bundesbank's policy preferences were
not independent from those of the Government
and that the Bundesbank had no rigid target preferences but gave priority to the targets that were
most endangered, particularly price stability and
external equilibrium. The theoretical concepts of
the Bundesbank's policy, the author finds, contained elements of the Keynesian school and the
monetarist school in the period under review.

Development in the People's

Overseas Development Council, Washington, D.C., U.S.A., 1979,
94 pp., US$2.50.

The Chinese agricultural system supports a quarter
of the world's population and fluctuations in
Chinese grain production have an important influence on the international trade in food grains, especially rice. Doak Barnett reviews the recent
trend in agricultural production, indicating the major constraints, the nature of input-output relations, the nutritional status of the population, and
the likely future dependence on foreign trade.
Given the acute shortage of cultivatable land, a
continuing increase in agricultural output will require a progressive improvement of technology
through greater research at home and borrowing
from abroad. Patricia Blair has prepared a useful,
if now slightly dated, bibliography, comprising
about 400 entries that provides material on (1) development strategy, (2) economic and social performance, (3) political and social conditions, and
(4) basic sources. The bibliographical material is
prefaced by a short essay by Barnett, which gives
a capsular account of China's development between 1949 and 1976.

T.P. Hill

Profits and Rates of Return
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris,
France, 1979, 134 pp., $15.00 (paperback).

This monograph, a report of a consultant to the
OECD, treats the problem of the measurement of
profits and rates of return on capital chiefly in
terms of conceptual and theoretical issues. Primarily of technical interest.
Finance & Development I March 1980
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Fund activity continued from page 2

as the principal international reserve asset
by improving its yield, providing for a wider
range of uses, and reducing the reconstitu• The supplementary financing facility
• The Fund resumed the allocation of tion requirement.
• For the first time, the Fund extended fibecame operational on February 23, 1979.
SDRs, last made in 1970-72, with an allocation of SDR 4 billion on January 1, 1979 nancial assistance under its buffer stock faIt is designed to assist those members that
require balance of payments (BOP) financto the 137 members that were participants cility to member countries to help them meet
ing in larger amounts and for a longer period
in the Fund's Special Drawing Rights De- their obligations under the 1977 Internathan would be available under the regular
partment on December 31, 1978. The allo- tional Sugar Agreement.
• The Fund reviewed its policies under
credit tranches. The amount available for
cation, which brought the total of SDRs in
existence to SDR 13.3 billion, was made in the compensatory financing facility in Authe facility under the borrowing agreements
accordance with a Resolution of the Board gust 1979 and decided to change its proviwith lenders at the end of 1979 was
SDR 7.477 billion.
of Governors providing for further alloca- sions to provide greater access to mem• The Executive Board adopted, in March tions of about SDR 4 billion as of January 1 bers—particularly the primary producing
countries—encountering BOP difficulties
in each of the years 1980 and 1981.
1979, a new set of guidelines on condition• In accordance with one of the major ob- arising from temporary export shortfalls.
ality in the use of the Fund's general reUnder the present further liberalization of
sources in the upper credit tranches. The jectives of the Second Amendment to the
new guidelines replace an earlier set of
Fund's Articles, the Fund took several deci- the facility, the Fund will be prepared to ausions toward enhancing the role of the SDR thorize drawings of up to 100 per cent of a
guidelines, formulated in 1968.
member's quota, provided that requests for
drawings that would increase the drawings
outstanding under the decision beyond 50
World Bank loans approved during second quarter of
per cent of the member's quota will be met
fiscal year 1980
Bank activity
only if the Fund is satisfied that the member
(Ended December 31, 1979)
has been cooperating with the Fund in an
continued
from
effort to find appropriate solutions for its
Amount
page 3
(In millions of
BOP difficulties.
Purpose
Country*
U.S. dollars)

Principal measures taken during 1979

Algeria
Argentina
Botswana
Caribbean
region
Colombia
Dominican
Republic (3)

Ecuador
Ivory Coast
Jordan
Korea (2)
Liberia
Mauritius
Nicaragua
Nigeria (2)
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines (2)
Romania
Thailand (3)
Turkey
Uruguay
Yugoslavia (2)
Zambia
Total

Technical assistance
Hydroelectric power
Water supply
Development banking"
Nickel
Financing of import
requirements for posthurricane reconstruction,
road reconstruction, road
maintenance and
reconstruction
Urban development
Education
Education
Population, power
Oil palm
Development banking
Agricultural and industrial
rehabilitation11
Power, urban development
Power
Preinvestment studies
Irrigation
Fishery (training), rural
development
Livestock
Hydroelectric power, natural
gas pipeline, irrigation
Air pollution control
Power
Port, railways
Railway11

20.0
210.0
4.4

85.0
31.0
24.0
19.0
145.0
12.0
6.0

" With a $7 million IDA credit.
1
With a $10 million IDA credit.
" With a $15 million IDA credit.
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(Ended December 31, 1979)

Country1

Purpose

Bangladesh (2)

Small-scale drainage and
flood control, highways
Telecommunications

Burma
Caribbean
region
Congo
India (3)
Kenya (2)

20.0
117.8
23.0
5.0
56.0

Nicaragua (2)

65.0
85.0

Sierra Leone
Somalia
Tanzania
Upper Volta
West Africa

262.0
6.0
24.0
64.0
25.0
1,412.2

' Figures in parentheses are the number ol loans approved for the respective country.

IDA credits approved during second quarter of
fiscal year 1980

23.0
80.0

Niger
Pakistan (2)

Zambia
Total

Development banking"
Petroleum
Forestry, fisheries, irrigation
Integrated agricultural
development, development
of semi-arid areas
Urban reconstruction,
agricultural and industrial
rehabilitation0
Agricultural development
Agricultural development
banking, power
Technical assistance
Agricultural development
Port engineering
Education
Development banking
(Banque Quest Africaine de
Developpement)
Railwayd

Amount
(In millions of
U.S. dollars)

35.0
35.0
7.0
5.0

267.0
52.5

32.0
20.0
75.0
2.5
12.0
2.5

14.0
3.0
15.0

577.5

"Figures in paientheses are the number of credits approved tor the respective
country,
» With a $23 million World Bank loan,
* With a $20 million World Bank loan,
" With a $25 million World Bank loan
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• The Interim Committee of the Board of
Governors on the International Monetary
System, at its meeting in Belgrade on October 1, 1 979, requested the Executive Board
to continue to direct priority attention to designing a substitution account plan; this account, administered by the Fund, would accept deposits of U.S. dollars from members
on a voluntary basis in exchange for an
equivalent amount of SDR-denominated
claims. Since the Annual Meetings, the Executive Board has continued to work on the
design of the account and it is expected that
a plan will be submitted to the next meeting
of the Interim Committee in Hamburg in
April.
• In December, the Fund announced that
it had improved its extended facility by increasing the maximum period for making repurchases from eight to ten years. Lengthening the period of repayments under this
facility is likely to be beneficial for developing member countries seeking to correct
structural imbalances in production, trade,
and prices. The decision to lengthen the repurchase terms of the extended facility came
as members were increasingly seeking the
Fund's assistance under extended arrange-

ments to meet growing BOP problems.
Drawings under an extended arrangement
may take place over a period of up to three
years. Purchases outstanding under the extended facility may not exceed 140 per cent
of a member's quota.
• In December, the Fund also announced that it had reviewed and increased
both the interest rate on the SDR and the
rate at which it pays remuneration on members' creditor positions. The increase in both
rates reflects a sharp rise in the combined
market rate of interest, which is used to determine the SDR interest rate. Under the
Fund's rules, the interest rate on the SDR
shall be 80 per cent of the combined market
rate, rounded to the nearest 1/4 per cent, and
the rate of remuneration shall be 90 per cent
of the SDR interest rate, unless the Fund
decides otherwise.

New members
Two new countries joined the Fund in
1979, raising total membership to 140
countries. The two new members are
St. Lucia, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines.

Gold sales net $3.45 billion
The Fund's four-year gold sales program for
the benefit of developing countries will end
in May 1980. In the period between the first
auction, held on June 2, 1976, and the fortieth, held on December 5, 1979, the Fund
awarded 21,298,800 fine ounces of gold to
competitive bidders and 1,479,600 fine
ounces to noncompetitive bidders, for a total
of 22,778,400 fine ounces. In that period the
average award price ranged from $109.40
an ounce at the auction of September 15,
1976 to $426.37 an ounce at the fortieth
auction, on December 5, 1979. Net of the
payment for the capital value of the gold
(equivalent to SDR 35 an ounce), the total
amount accrued from the 40 auctions held
prior to December 31, 1979 amounted to
$3.45 billion. This sum reflects annual proceeds of $320 million, $640 million, $1,080
million, and $1,410 million during the period
1976-79.
Aldo W. Zanzi

New World Bank Publications
Education

Environment and Development

April 1980
Revised Sector Policy Paper emphasizes the pervasive role of
education in development, the quality of learning, and the
institutional aspects of educational development. Suggests the
continuation of the policy adopted in 1974 to increase aid to
primary education, project-related training, and educational
components in urban and rural development projects. Draws
extensively on the Bank's experience in education for two
decades and close collaborative ties with other international
agencies, individuals, and institutions of developing countries.

November 1979
Booklet sets forth the range and variety of environmental effects
stemming from traditional practices and development projects.
Cites Bank efforts and procedures to limit or reverse these
effects. Draws attention to the complexity and urgency of
environmental issues.

A new periodical from the World Bank . . .

World Bank Research News
Gives news on the World Bank's large program of
research on economic and social aspects of development.
Includes abstracts of completed studies, planned research
projects, and book notices.
Three issues a year, in English. Available free of charge
to institutions and individuals with a professional interest
in development. To be placed on the mailing list, please
send a complete address, including your title, to

Name
Address
City

Country

.Postal Code.

Organization/Title

.Publications Unit
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.
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